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Galvin 1 

Warrior's Choice 

The buildings ofltlachiayaque had been reduced to soot-covered stumps. Smoke 

dribbled from the recesses of the soot-covered stumps of the burned-out buildings of 

Itlachiayaque. As Eecatl rounded the comer of the nearest building, the fickle wind 

changed direction, and the Death Smell of Itlachiayaque hit him full in the face. It was as 

if someone had left the kills of seven hunting parties out to rot. Putrid, rank meat lay in 

the road, on porches, in houses and in the temples. Except this meat was children, 

mothers, Priests, and Warriors. The flies were thick in the air as if they were shrouds sent 

from the underworld to cover the dead. 

Stunned, Eecatl staggered down the road. He struggled not to show his revulsion. 

He kept internally repeating, Warriors do not show fear; Warriors do not get sick. But he 

was not a Warrior, yet. He had seen meat go bad and people die from old age or wounds, 

but death had never been unreasonable. The Gods demanded sacrifice, but they would 

never devour an entire city. 

Eecatl knew the Gods only wanted their due. They protected the people of 

Itlachiayaque and were entitled to the hearts of the bravest and the best Warriors at the 

celebrations. This senseless annihilation of Itlachiayaque was not the work of the Gods, 

but what could have caused the Gods to fail to protect the city, Eecatl did not know. 

The Gods had protected him while he was hunting, a rite of passage he had 

recently attained. His brother, Jaguar's Pride, had taught him how to use a bow. His 

brother's hunting partner, Jaguar's Death, had taught him how to dress a kill. Together 

the two of them had taught him everything he knew about hunting and weapons work. 
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While he was no physical match for either of the Warriors, he had proven that he could 

bring home meat, and he had been away hunting while Itlachiayaque died. 

Neither Warrior was here to guide him down the right path this time. Fear slipped 

under his skin and tickled down his spine, but he could not let that stop him because 

Warriors did not show fear. He took a shallow breath for strength and crept along the 

road, avoiding the puddles of the rust-colored liquid that the Gods favored. A hand 

dangled out of the opening to a home on his left. The hand was tiny, no bigger than an 

egg. It was still, and a smooth, shiny river rock peaked out from in-between bloody 

fingers. Eecatl paused as the river rock gleamed in the light. The scene was more than he 

could bear, and he tipped his head back and screamed a wordless howl that contained 

nothing of sanity, a howl that encompassed the insanity of the scene before him. A child 

lay in the doorway, her heart tom from her chest. 

Her wide obsidian eyes stared past him, torture etched onto her face. Torture, not 

the rapture he'd seen on the faces of the sacrifices as they gave themselves to the Gods. 

Bile rose in his throat, but he forced it back down as he looked further into the house. A 

woman, most likely the child's mother, lay in a heap on the floor. She was lying in a pool 

of her own blood. The knife clenched in her hand had failed to protect either her or the 

child from whatever force had ripped the life away from Itlachiayaque. Of the Warrior 

who had sired the child, there was no sign. Eecatl thought he must have fallen defending 

the city for no Warrior would allow such a blasphemy, such a mockery of sacred rites to 

occur in his home, no less to his woman and child. Eecatl bent over the child's body and 

whispered a quick assurance to the child that she would find Tonacatecuhtli ichan a 

fitting place. Before he left the house, he vowed to himself that he would return and give 
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full funeral rites to both the mother and child. It was the only thing he could offer the 

fallen Warrior and his family. 

Sacrifice was a sacred act. While honored enemies were occasionally sacrificed, it 

was an honor usually reserved for only the best Warriors. The Gods did not desire the 

hearts and blood of the unworthy. Any of Eecatl's people would have ecstatically given 

their heart's blood to appease the Gods' hunger, but a woman and a child, who had yet to 

prove herself, were not worthy of Sacrifice. Their deaths were a waste and an insult. · 

Eecatl turned and left the home behind. His progress up the road was no faster; 

everywhere he looked, people lay like discarded trash. The Gods would feast well this 

evening for no death was wasted. They would be angry that something had destroyed 

their city, but they would not waste the feast that awaited their return. As Eecatl made his 

way toward the heart of Itlachiayaque, he saw more of the same wasteful destruction; 

bodies tossed everywhere, blood leaking from tears in their flesh. Some had their chests 

ripped open where their hearts had been torn out, while others had simply been punctured 

by arrow, spear, or blade, and left to die. 

Eecatl reached the Center Temple and froze. He stood transfixed, staring at the 

horror before hjm. The bodies of the Warriors ofltlachiayaque littered the ground. All of 

them, every Warrior in the City, were there. He saw Bear Fang and Blood Paw. 

Carelessly crumpled in a comer, his older brother, Jaguar's Pride, lay lifeless. His face 

remained untouched, but the rest of his body had been mutilated. An arm was missing, 

and his chest had been cut open. Profane symbols had been carved into his remaining arm 

and along the trunk of his body. The gaping hole, where his noble heart had beat, was a 

mockery of what should have been his highest honor. To have his heart cut out and 
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offered to the Gods was the greatest achievement any Warrior could strive for. His 

brother would have been ecstatic to receive such an honor, but this was not Sacrifice. 

This was the profaning of a sacred rite, it was not honorable; it was a mockery of 

everything his brother valued and had taught Eecatl to value. 

Eecatl' s spear slipped from nerveless fingers, and he stumbled across the body-

strewn yard to his fallen brother's side. His knees collapsed, and he knelt by Jaguar~s 

Pride's side. Whoever has done this had inversed some of the sacred writings. Eecatl 

could not read all of the letters, as they were caked with dried blood and tom in places, 

but the bruises on Jaguar's Pride' s remaining arm told Eecatl his brother had fought 

whoever had desecrated his body. Jaguar's Pride had not gone quietly to Jchan Tonatiuh . 

Ilhuijcan. Surely the Gods would accept him; he had died in battle. This perversion.of 

sacred rites could not keep his brother from his rightful place; it couldn't, Eecatl assured . 

himself. 

Stupidly, Eecatl looked up from his brother's body. How long he had knelt there 

and how much time had passed he did not know. What made him look up he was not 

sure, but he saw a hand twitching from under a pile of rubble. Eecatl gaped at the hand, · 

shocked that someone could be alive amid all this destruction. With a parting look at his 

brother, Eecatl walked over to the pile silently repeating, a Warrior must be strong; a 

Warrior must not show fear. Eecatl knew he was not ready, but he was all that was left. 

The hand clawed at the ground, gouging deep track marks into the soil. It was 

attempting to communicate some desperate message. Attached to the grasping hand was 

the tattered arm of a Priest. The arm twitched weakly, a shade of its former glory. The 

ann that had taken countless lives in Sacrifice was pathetic and helpless. The Priest's 
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obsidian hair lay in disarray, tangled with the rubble that pinned him to the ground. In the 

hair were three broken arrow shafts. Another arrow tip peeked up from the rubble, and 

the chimes that should have bedecked his revered person were scattered. Eecatl saw one 

winking mockingly in fading light. The sight of the old man caused Eecatl's blood to 

race. It was a Priest; surely he could petition the Gods ... but, no, the blood bubbling up 

from the man's lips bespoke a different fate. The surge of hope that had filled Eecatl bled 

from him as surely as the life had bled from his brother. 

The Priest stirred, and his gaze locked on Eecatl. Eecatl could feel the power of 

the God, Quetzalcoatl, in the dying man's gaze. The edges of the world faded, leaving 

only the searching black eyes. Those eyes invaded the farthest reaches of Eecatl's soul, 

devouring all his memories, examining all his fears, weighing all his failures, testing his 

mettle, and judging his worthiness. The Priest, no, Quetzalcoatl, was searching for 

something in Eecatl, and he stared, slack-jawed, powerless, waiting for judgment. The 

Priest released the spell, and Eecatl slumped, violated to his very core. The power of the 

Gods lived in this man, and he had been unable to save Itlachiayaque. What could an 

untried boy, not yet a Warrior, do? 

The man coughed. 

Startled, Eecatl returned to the present. The Priest was trying to tell him 

something. Eecatl bent over Quetzalcoatl's Priest, his ear hovering just above the Priest's 

lips straining to catch the wet breathy words. The Priest shuddered and gurgled, 

"Tezcatlipoca." The uttering of that name sucked the last of the life from the Priest. As 

his chest stilled, his eyes fixed on sights not meant for the living. 
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Tezcatlipoca? What could the Priest mean by that? Why would he call out that 

name? There was nothing sacred about Tezcatlipoca. He was the destroyer of cities; he 

set men against each other. Eecatl felt his heart lurch. The great deceiver, the twin to 

Quetzalcoatl, had not been seen in living memory. ~ut there was nothing living in 

I tlachiayaque. 

The rocks above the priest's cairn stirred and rained down on Eecatl. His head 

snapped up. Standing at the top was Jaguar's Death. He was holding a ceremonial knife 

loosely in one hand. A drop of the God's wine loosed itself from the tip and plunged to 

the ground. At the sight. of Jaguar's Death, relief coursed through Eecatl because Jaguar's 

Death was alive. He would tell Eecatl what needed to be done, and if Jaguar's Death had 

not already done so, he would avenge Jaguar's Pride. 

"Jaguar's Death, thank the Gods." 

Jaguar's Death started and looked down. A slow smile etched its way across his 

visage. He leapt down and whirled to face Eecatl. Jaguar's Death raised the knife and 

lunged straight for Eecatl's heart. The rocks shifted under Eecatl, spilling him to the side, 

causing Jaguar's Death's strike to miss his heart, but a line of fire ran across Eecatl's ribs. 

"Jaguar's Death ... What are you doing?" 

"I have given the people of Itlachiayaque to my master. You are the last, and your 

death will fulfill my bargain. I will be the new Warrior King." 

Eecatl' s hands fumbled in the debris. There were no weapons within his reach, 

only dirt and rubble. Desperately, Eecatl grabbed a handful of dirt and pebbles. Jaguar's 

Death turned, and Eecatl threw the only weapon he had into Jaguar's Death face. Jaguar's 

Death screamed as the dirt and pebbles hit his eyes. While he was blinded, Eecatl 
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scrambled at first on all fours and then frantically clambered to his feet. He knew he was 

no match for any trained Warrior, let alone Jaguar's Death. He was going to die, and he 

didn't want to, not like that, not like his brother or like his city. 

As Jaguar's Death rolled on the ground, clutching his face, Eecatl saw blood seep 

from between Jaguar's Death's fingers. The Ceremonial knife lay on the ground a few 

feet away from the cairn. Eecatl lunged for it and gasped in pain. He had forgotten about 

his injury. But the knife was the only weapon Eecatl had, and he was not going to let it 

go. He snatched it up, looked again at Jaguar's Death rolling on the ground, turned, and 

ran. 

Eecatl ran as if Tezcatlipoca himself was chasing him. Except, this was worse; the 

God would only want his heart's blood. Jaguar's Death wanted something more; his 

brother's body proved that. A sharp pain caught in his throat at the thought of Jaguar's 

Pride. His brother, desecrated, maimed, and left to rot like refuse, but what could Eecatl 

do? He was a child, not a Warrior. 

The pain spread from his throat across his ribs, until breathing became 

unbearable. He had to stop. As he doubled over and gasped for breath, Eecatl's attention 

was caught by a familiar gleam. The setting sun was laughing at him as its dying rays 

reflected off the river rock caught in the dead child's hand. As Eecatl looked up, he 

realized that he was standing yet again in front of the home of the murdered Warrior's 

family. He had made them a vow, to bury them. Ifhe stopped, Jaguar's Death would find 

and kill him. If he fled, he would dishonor himself and everything in which his brother 

had believed. 
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Eecatl shuddered and closed his eyes. He did not want to die, but he would earn 

no place in Ichan Tonatiuh Ilhuijcan or any afterlife ifhe abandoned his honor simply to 

save his worthless life. He opened his eyes and took his first purposeful step toward the 

house. The door to the crypt should be in the floor. Since neither woman nor child earned 

any great honors in life, they should be placed with the rest of their family beneath the 

house. As Eecatl searched for the door, he wondered what the family's spirits would do 

now that no one remained. That thought was cut short as he spied the door's outline 

underneath a table. 

He quickly reached for it and gasped as fire again shot across his ribs. The wound 

from Jaguar's Death was not deep, but it hindered quick movement. Eecatl berated 

himself for acting without first thinking. He closed his eyes and breathed deep. He had 

been wounded by a knife once before; move slow and do not aggravate the wound was 

what his brother had told him. He would do that now. He would do this thing he had 

vowed to do, and he would do it now. He reached for the door and slipped his fingers 

underneath it. With his uninjured side, he hefted the door up and let it slam hollowly 

against the ground, revealing the entryway to the crypt below. 

Panting, Eecatl looked up and studied the bodies of the girl and the woman. The 

child he could move easily; the woman he was not sure about. He wobbled to his feet and 

strode over to the child. He squatted down and gently picked up her limp form. Breath, 

in, out, step, breath, in, out, step, Eecatl chanted slowly to himself as he struggled across 

the room. Time stopped and each step took an eternity. Finally, he made it to the crypt 

entrance. Finally, he could stop. 
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He looked down at the child. He knew he should just throw her in and get her 

mother, but the tiny, fragile body demanded more than that of him. He sat down by the 

hole that was the entrance to the crypt and twisted, so he could dangle his legs into the 

recess that led beneath the house. Cradling the dead girl against him, he looked down into 

inky depths beneath the house and pushed off. It was not a long drop, and except for the 

pain from his wound, he was uninjured. 

Eecatl laid the girl out and placed her arms by her side. Still clutched in her hand 

was the river stone. Eecatl pried the stone from between her fingers. As he examined her 

treasure, his heart skipped a beat. The stone between his fingers was no simple river 

stone; it was the same stone from which Tezcatlipoca's smoking mirror was made. 

Everyone knew that to posses such a thing was forbidden; only the God was allowed that 

precious stone. 

Eecatl stared in disbelief at the girl's still form. He bent down and placed the 

stone in her chest. "I do not know if it is you, Tezcatlipoca, but I am returning that which 

belongs to its rightful owner." 

And the world stopped. Everything stopped as the girl, no, the God, sat up. A 

slow smile spread across her face. The gaping hole in her chest melted shut, and her 

obsidian eyes twinkled. "So, you would ask a boon of me? For returning my heart?" 

Eecatl knew it was not a child but Tezcatlipoca who sat before him. Tezcatlipoca 

was the shape shifter, the God of Destruction, the God of Bad Bargains, and he had 

returned to Itlachiayaque. Eecatl knew the legends about returning the God's heart to his 

dead body. They claimed that Tezcatlipoca would grant a boon, a gift of gratitude for 
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helping him. The river rock had been obsidian, and obsidian belonged to the God. The 

stone's presence hinted that the God had taken the child's form. 

Eecatl blurted, "I want you to undo this destruction you caused." 

"Hmph, I have caused no destruction. Quetzalcoatl is behind this madness." 

Eecatl spluttered, "No! The Priest, he called out your name ... he named you as 

Itlachiayaque's destroyer. Tezcatlipoca, he said Tezcatlipoca ... " 

"So what? There is plenty for me to feast on in Itlachiayaque, but I would not 

destroy my own city. A city named for my mirror, a city that grants me much power." 

"But ... " 

"Name your boon, child. There is plenty of blood to drink, and I have much 

feasting to do." 

Eecatl stared dumbfounded at the God, who claimed anger at Itlachiayaque' s 

death, and realized that he wanted nothing from the plague bringer. There was nothing 

Tezcatlipoca could give Eecatl, but Tezcatlipoca could move the woman. He could 

ensure she got a proper burial and would rest with her family. Eecatl sighed, "The 

woman, I want you to bring her here, so she can rest with her family. I vowed that I 

would bury her." 

"I could kill him for you," Tezcatlipoca replied, "and you could bury the woman. 

Then you would live." 

"No. There is no honor in you fighting my battles. It is not what Jaguar's Pride 

would have done, and it is not what I want." 

"Done. Eecatl, you will die here. That knife you took from Jaguar's Death will 

not save you; however, I do not find Quetzalcoatl's game amusing. Destroying my city 
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and laying the blame at my feet is tastelessly like him, so to even the score I will give you 

a choice. Swallow this shard from my mirror and Jaguar's Death will die with you, 

although you will be barred from Jchan Tonatiuh Ilhuijcan." Tezcatlipoca placed the river 

stone in Eecatl' s hand. 

"I don't want it." 

"Silly child, more than just your life rests with your choice. After Jaguar's Death 

is done here, he simply moves onto another city." 

"Another city?" 

"Of course, he desires the crown of the Warrior King. That is mine to give, and no 

upstart will force it from me." 

"But, the people ... " 

"Will die, and I will feast on their blood. Of course ... you could stop him." 

"My honor. .. this is not. .. " 

"Die in battle and go to Jchan Tonatiuh Ilhuijcan. Or not. The choice is yours." 

Tezcatlipoca laughed and dissipated into a smoky cloud. 

As the last wisp of the God dissipated, Eecatl looked up from the stone in his 

hand. The dead woman lay on the floor of the crypt. Her body had been accorded honors 

fit for a queen. Tezcatlipoca had even left her a slave, still warm to the touch, the heart 

freshly removed. The God had fulfilled Eecatl's request and had promised him Jaguar's 

Death's life ifhe swallowed the shard. Not only would Jaguar's Death die, but the lives 

of countless others would be saved, but there was no glory in that death. He would be 

sent to Mictlan and forced to return to this plane until his death pleased the Gods enough 
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to remove Tezcatlipoca's ban. A Warrior would fight, and a Warrior would show no fear. 

Eecatl knew what he must do. 

Footsteps sounded their way across the floor above Eecatl' s head. He gripped the 

knife and crouched into a fighting position. Jaguar's Death leapt through the opening a 

death's-head smile stretched taught across his face. Eecatl raised his blade, and as 

Jaguar's Death stepped into a lunge, Eecatl dropped the knife, tipped his head back, and 

swallowed Tezcatlipoca's gift. 

The angry flames from Itlachiayaque painted the sky with blood. Tezcatlipoca 

watched his city burn. His brethren would not share in his feast, nor would they share his 

prize. The sleeping boy was wrapped in a warm cloak. While posing as that dying priest, 

Tezcatlipoca had seen into the boy's mind. It had shown Tezcatlipoca that the boy would 

choose to kill Jaguar's Death knowing there would be no reward for himself. Eecatl had 

chosen the people and sacrificed himself to stop Jaguar's Death. Tezcatlipoca smiled, for 

while he was the God of Treachery, He was also the God of Warriors and Rulers. One 

city was a small price to pay for the birth of the new Warrior King. 
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Jaguar's Dawn 

The wind attempted to stir the heavy foliage; however, the damp atmosphere held 

the leaves in place. The lush forest was teeming with life, and the bird's melodious calls 

echoed from the tree tops. A column of army ants recently crossing through the area had 

decimated any plant or animal unfortunate enough to be in its path. The jagged edges of 

the path left a naked scar in the verdant green of the surrounding jungle. While tiny in 

size, their red-tinted, golden-brown bodies were something all living beings in the jungle 

feared. Eecatl closed his eyes and listened. The sounds caused by animals moving in the 

underbrush were different from the gentle, rhythmic rustling the wind caused, and he had 

not survived this long by being uncautious. 

As he scanned the area, he contemplated the importance of this day. He had 

finally achieved the age necessary to pass through the Rite of Manhood. The traditions in 

his new village were different from those of Itlachiayaque, but the Rite was similar. Since 

he had not grown up in Toola, he had to prove his worth before the villagers would 

accept him as a full member. It did not help that he was small for his age, but what he 

lacked in size, he more than made up for in intelligence and the blessings of the Gods or 

at least one God. "Two years," he murmered. He had been forced to wait an extra two 

years before being allowed to undertake this hunt, this Rite. In order to be accepted 

among the ranks of the Warriors, Eecatl had to hunt and kill a jaguar. 

While the Rite forbade Eecatl from accepting help or bringing any weapons with 

him for the hunt, he could fashion them from the bountiful jungle around him. Eecatl ran 

his calloused hands along a strong branch from a nearby tree. His lips twitched; it would 

make an excellent shaft for his new spear. He ran his hands along the shaft and braced 
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them slightly above the growth joint. He braced his body, and with his entire bodyweight 

behind it, made a quick, sharp downward snap. He heard a satisfying twack as the limb 

came loose in his hand. 

It was a good length for him. If he placed one end on the ground, the tip was a 

head's span above his own. Some of the Warriors preferred their spears at least twice the 

length of their body, but Eecatl knew his thrusts were more powerful, and he was able to 

dodge and block attacks quicker with a spear of this length. While the extra length might 

have given him an advantage in an initial strike, if he missed the killing blow, the great 

cat would easily shred his flesh. While battle scars were things to be proud of, Eecatl had 

no interest in collecting scars that could have been avoided. 

As he tested his limb for balance and strength, he sighed. Itlachiayaque was gone, 

and unless he wanted to live alone, he had to pass this Rite. Toola would not support a 

child who failed the Rite. The spear darted quickly to the left as Eecatl spun it across his 

arm. It slid from his grasp and thudded to the ground. The center of balance was a little 

higher than he had expected, but that was not necessarily a bad thing. In battle, it would 

surprise his enemy ifhe needed a sharp left thrust. Not much use against a jaguar, but this 

Rite was only a formality he needed to pass to gain acceptance. He had killed larger and 

more dangerous prey before he had ever set foot in Toola, but his home was gone, set 

ablaze by a raving God, who was as destructive and single-minded as any column of 

army ants, and He was obsessed with Eecatl. 

Eecatl studied the end of the limb, soon to be the shaft of his new spear. The 

jungle would provide vines to secure a tip to the shaft but not the tip itself. That would 

need to be stone or metal in order to punch through the coat of the great cat. If he was 
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lucky, all it would take would be a single blow. Proof of the jaguar's death was all he 

needed to succeed, but an undamaged pelt would increase his status as a Warrior. None 

of the Warriors of Toola had ever managed that feat. 

He contemplated the end of the shaft for a ten's breath then closed his eyes. 

Placing his palm flat on the ground, he listened to the jungle around him. To the west was 

Toola; there would be no help there. To the north, lay the ruins ofltlachiayaque. There 

was nothing Eecatl wanted from that cursed place, so he turned his attention to the south 

and the powerful river that lay there. The river would have shards of stone along its 

banks. Eecatl slipped to his feet and headed south. 

As expected, the river bank was littered with stones and shards. Eecatl sifted 

through the debris along the river bed and started as a sharp pain sliced though his thumb. 

He lifted the obsidian stone to study it as his blood slid down one side and pooled at the 

tip. A single ruby drop fell from the tip and was swallowed by the unforgiving river. 

Obsidian was a good material. It would cut well, but Eecatl shuddered and raised his arm 

to toss it into the water. 

"Don't you like my gift?" asked the tall Warrior standing on the opposite bank. At 

least that was what He chose to look like, but Tezcatlipoca was no mortal. He was King 

Maker, shape shifter, trickster, and the God of Bad Bargains. 

Eecatl closed his eyes. Obsidian. It was exactly what he had feared when he 

realized that the shard that had bit into his flesh was obsidian. "You know I am not 

allowed to receive any help in this hunt." · 
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"Bah. Stupid rules. You are not allowed to receive help. Do you honestly think 

they could stop me? Their rules don't apply to me or anyone I choose to help. Why does 

this mean so much to you anyway, Eecatl?" 

"I am a Warrior. I deserve the right to have a Warrior's name." 

"You have a name, Y ohualli Eecatl." 

"Without going through the Rite ... " 

"Why would you need to do something like that? I gave you a name. No rite can 

give you a name more worthy than the one I granted you. You have already proven 

yourself." 

"Not to them," Eecatl snapped. 

'"But you have to me, and mortals don't really matter. Why should those pathetic ' 

villagers' acceptance matter more than my own?" 

"Because that is where I choose to live." 

"We shall see." 

"I am not your plaything, Tezcatlipoca. I am a man, and I deserve a name of my 

own choosing. Not some cursed name from a twisted God." 

"Ungrateful whelp. I have given you your name, and it will be yours. Nothing you 

do will change that." Tezcatlipoca suddenly stilled and tipped his head to one side. "But 

perhaps you need to learn that the hard way. Take the tip, Eecatl because I have another 

gift for you." As Tezcatlipoca lifted his hand, the ground next to Eecatl became dense 

with a black smoke. As the smoke dissipated, a mewling bag was left in its place. 

"I don't want ... " 
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"I don't care. I have brought you the cubs ofNahui Ocelot!, the jaguar of the sun. 

She will be most displeased when she discovers them missing. And I left your scent all 

over her den, to make it easy for her to find you. You won't hunt jaguar tonight, Eecatl; 

you will be hunted by jaguar." 

"What's to keep me from just leaving them here?" 

"You're a Warrior. Warriors don't leave the defenseless to die." 

As Eecatl reached for the bag, he growled, "Tezcatlipoca, I want none of your 

treachery. Take the tip and the cubs back and leave me be." 

"Take the tip. You have my word that accepting my gift binds you to no bargain. 

But I have given you a task this night, and I want the field to be even ... mostly. You will 

either kill Nahui Ocelotl and earn your precious name or be killed by N ahui Ocelot! and 

prove you were not what I thought you to be." 

'~What do you mean not what you thought?" 

Tezcatlipoca laughed and dissipated into a cloud of smoke, leaving a single bell 

twinkling in the light. Eecatl sighed. He had never wanted to deal with Tezcatlipoca 

again. The God had His own agenda, and the wishes and desires of meaningless mortals 

like Eecatl mattered not at all. Brooding on the God's hidden plans wouldn't get Eecatl 

anywhere, so he tugged the bag open and peered inside. 

Two sets of bright gold eyes peered back. The larger cub was black as the depths 

of despair, while the shading of the golds and warm browns on the smaller one's spots 

reminded Eecatl of the clouds at sunrise. Eecatl growled low in his throat, cursing 

Tezcatlipoca for bringing more innocents into His sick games. The black one growled in 
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response to Eecatl. Shamed at scaring the innocents, he whispered, "Don't worry, little 

ones, I won't let you pay the price for Tezcatlipoca's perverse obsession with me." 

Eecatl closed his eyes as the memory came unbidden to his mind. Tezcatlipoca 

was watching the city of Itlachiayaque burn. He turned, a proud, almost gentle smile 

playing on his lips. "Yohualli Eecatl, come here. Yes, I mean you, boy. I have given you 

more than a Warrior's name this day. I have given you one of my own names. You are 

now Y ohualli Eecatl, the night wind. That name will protect you and guide you on the 

path I have chosen for you. Itlachiayaque burns, but I have found a treasure amongst her 

ruins. Together we will remake the world." 

Eecatl shivered and glanced down at the spear tip. It twinkled in the late afternoon 

light, almost as if it was winking in conspiracy. Tezcatlipoca had sworn that Eecatl's 

acceptance of the tip would not bind him to any bargain, and while the God was 

untrustworthy and twisted bargains to his favor, Tezcatlipoca never broke his sworn 

word. The tip was sharp, and obsidian made a good tip. He would need a strong weapon 

to survive the night. The salty sweetness of blood startled Eecatl, and he realized he had 

bitten through his lip. He flicked his tongue along the driblet, concentrating on the feel. 

The thick, viscous liquid reminded him that death was hunting him. He closed his eyes 

and picked up the tip. Death had not claimed him in Itlachiayaque, and he would not let it 

claim him here. It would be pointless to curse the God of Bad Bargains, so he looked 

down at his bundle and addressed the golden eyes. 

"What am I going to do with you guys?" The eyes blinked back at him, but 

neither cub offered a suggestion. Eecatl secured his spear, tied the bag closed, hefted up 

the cubs, and set off down river. He hoped he could break his scent trail by following the 
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river and crossing a little further downstream. The white water crashing against the rocks 

told Eecatl that he would not be permitted across here unless he wanted to die. He stilled 

his breathing and listened. In the distance, he heard the angry yowl of a great cat. Her cry 

tore through his marrow and promised death. 

With a shiver, Eecatl picked up his pace and looked for any place where he might 

cross the river. Nahui Ocelotl was the sun goddess, and during the day, She hunted the 

sky as the sun, but at night She took her jaguar form and hunted the underworld for lost 

souls. Somehow, Eecatl thought She would consider his plane underworld enough for 

tonight, and if She didn't, Eecatl didn't doubt that Tezcatlipoca would steer Her in the 

right direction. 

As the sun tipped the horizon, Eecatl saw a ford in the river. It wasn't ideal, but it 

was shallow enough that if he held the cubs' bag above his head they would be safe from 

the water. The footing was unstable, and the water tugged at his legs and body. As he 

reached the middle, a rock shifted under his foot. He felt the river grab and hurl him and 

his bundle downstream. Eecatl struggled to keep the cubs above water. His left leg 

slammed into a submerged rock. The pain in his leg throbbed with every kick. As the 

world dimmed around the edges of his vision, his spear tangled in something. 

Instinctively, he grabbed for it, only to discover it was a downed tree. He threw the cubs 

up into the tree's limbs and grabbed a branch. He hauled his beaten body up one branch 

at a time until he lay exhausted beside the howling cubs. 

He could still hear the yowling, but it was thin with distance. His misadventure in 

the river had bought him time. He took stock of his leg. It was already turning 

gory-sunset purple. The shade the sky turns as the red bleeds into the indigo before the 
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light fades. Eecatl gingerly put some weight on it and hissed. He was not bleeding, and 

the leg was not broken, but he wasn't going anywhere very fast. 

He still had his spear complete with Tezcatlipoca's gift. His spear would be more 

use as a crutch than a weapon. He could just leave the cubs. Limp off into the jungle and 

hope Nahui Ocelot! did not find him before She rose into the sky with the dawn, but he 

doubted it would be that easy. She wanted his blood to wash away the violation of her 

den. The Gods always wanted blood. 

Eecatl sighed in frustration. The God's wrath was as destructive and single 

minded as the army ants. If a God wanted blood, nothing could stand in the way. 

Tezcatlipoca was relentless; Eecatl expected nothing less ofNahui Ocelot!. If She did not 

devour him tonight, She would simply continue the hunt when She sank below the 

horizon the following night. There was nothing he could do to avoid combat. If he stood 

any chance of survival, he would have to set a trap here, and he would have to use the 

cubs as bait. 

He unhooked his spear and examined the vines he had used to secure the spear to 

his body. They were strong and did not show any signs of wear from their time in the 

river. He snapped them taut several times to test their strength. He looped the vines 

through the bindings, securing the bag, and tied the cubs to a secure branch above the 

water, then retreated to the underbrush. 

Eecatl settled in and waited. He amused himself listening to the nightlife of the 

jungle. The bats were busy hunting insects. Their silhouettes could be seen as gliding 

patterns along the open ground. An opossum skittered by on its way to river to steal a 

quick drink. A howler monkey shrieked in the distance and then nothing. The silence was 
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deafening, and Eecatl knew N ahui Ocelotl had to be close. He readied his spear and 

braced himself for the battle ahead. 

She appeared suddenly on the branch. She strode majestically out to edge and 

gruffly mrowed at the bag. The bag mewed pathetically and started to sway. She growled 

once, and the bag went limp. Then, She swung her great head toward shore. Even in the 

darkness, her eyes glowed with the fierceness of the sun. Her golden eyes melded to 

bronze to a fiery orange in the center. She scanned the shore and locked onto Eecatl's 

hiding place. A low growl crawled across the space between them and tried to claw 

Eecatl' s courage from his bones. 

Almost in answer to the angry God's demands for his blood, Eecatl felt as if his 

heart was being pulled from his rib cage. It was a hopeless fight. Eecatl knew a mortal 

could not slay a God, and he was injured and lame. He took a deep, stilling breath, looked 

inside himself, and accepted his inevitable death. He would die, but he was a Warrior, 

and he not would die quietly. He raised his spear. The cool light from the moon reflected 

off the obsidian tip, soothing the fiery fear coursing though his blood. The tip was a gift 

from Tezcatlipoca. While that God was not to be trusted, He never made an impossible 

bargain. Eecatl was sure this was a test of some sort. He should have been able to find the 

way out, but he had failed. 

Eecatl thrust himself forward with all his strength. His leg limited his mobility, 

and his only hope was to use the river's strength. He charged Nahui Ocelotl like the army 

ants, straight-forward, mindless, with no thought but the next step. And he missed. She 

coiled her powerful legs underneath her and launched into the air. Her body flew over 

him with an ease of grace that belonged to the great cats. She landed and whirled. Eecatl 
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knew he was doomed. As he twisted, his back forcefully hit the tree. It shifted, and he fell 

backwards. 

Eecatl cursed; the ground under the edge of the felled tree had softened, and his 

charge had caused the tree to start sliding into the river. His actions had doomed the cubs 

to a watery death. He turned, thrust himself up the trunk, and scurried to the edge where 

the bag was secured. Using the spear's tip, he cut the bindings loose, and as he hurled the 

bag away from the tree and onto the shore, stabbing pain tore his shoulder open. 

The pain radiated down his arm, his leg throbbed, and a rock dug into his spine. 

Eecatl blinked and wondered why a rock would be digging into his spine in the land of 

the dead. He levered himself up and froze. There, before him, stood N ahui Ocelot!, 

Jaguar of the Sun. Her golden coat glowed. Instead of being black, her spots were a fiery 

cascade of oranges with black interwoven at the edges. She blinked, and Eecatl felt his 

head explode. The God ripped through his mind, examining every thought, every 

memory, every ounce of will and spirit that formed his essence. 

Echoing from the back of his skull a female voice boomed, "I see. It was not you 

who stole from me, but Tezcatlipoca. I owe you a debt, mortal." 

"Please ... " Eecatl whimpered. 

"Silence. My time is short, for as the night ends I must return to the sky. 

Tezcatlipoca has shown interest in my children. I charge you, his chosen, to protect them 

from him. In exchange, I grant you the pelt and skull from this body." 

"I ... " 

"Will do as I command. None will question you fought a great battle this night. 

My mark on your shoulder proves that. You are chosen of the gods, Y ohualli Eecatl. 
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Tezcatlipoca was foolish to give you one of his names. You are like an ant, tiny, 

insignificant to one such as I, but your name and determination give you the resources to 

see through some of Tezcatlipoca's trickery. Resources like that give you power and 

make you something to be respected, perhaps even feared." 

"I don't understand." 

"Tezcatlipoca's desires are rarely understood, but he has chosen you, as well as 

my children, for something. There is nothing you can do right now. You can only wait 

and watch for your chance to best him." 

"Best him?" 

"It is time." 

The great cat slumped to the ground as the first red ray shot across the horizon. 

Eecatl shivered in the dawn light. His spear lay quietly on the ground, the tip glimmering 

in the thin morning light. He grasped the spear and began skinning the jaguar. Nahui 

Ocelotl had promised Eecatl her pelt and skull, and he would need them to prove his 

triumph in the hunt. 

The sun was setting as Eecatl and the cubs returned to the village of Toola. The 

pelt and skull were wrapped safely in the cubs' bag. At first, Eecatl worried how he 

would keep the cubs close, but they never strayed far from his side. It had not occurred to 

him that the villagers would not welcome them. When Eecatl tried to pass through the 

gates, a runner had been dispatched to bring the Headman. 

As the Headman arrived, Eecatl demanded, "What is the meaning of this? I have 

victoriously returned from the Rite, and you deny me entrance." 



"Your task was to kill a jaguar. Bringing home defenseless cubs hardly 

demonstrates your skills." 

"I have the pelt from the adult. It still needs to be cured, but ... " 

"Let me see." 
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Eecatl opened the bag and unrolled the pelt. The Headman pursed his lips and ran 

a finger along the fiery cascade of oranges and blacks. 

"This is not natural. What trickery are you attempting, Eecatl ?" 

"It is the coat of their mother. I bear the wounds of her teeth on my shoulder. I 

have done what you asked. I have completed the Rite." 

"Two years we made you wait, hoping time would distance you from 

Itlachiayaque. You are unnatural, Eecatl. This pelt is unnatural, and unnatural things draw 

the attention of the Gods. But, perhaps, if we bum the pelt and sacrifice the cubs, it will 

finally free you from the Gods' interest." 

Eecatl gripped his spear firmly and glared at the Headman. "The Jaguar of the 

Sun has charged me with their care. I will not allow you to harm them." 

"Eecatl, I am offering you an escape. Sacrificing the gifts of the Gods honors 

them and removes you from the obligations of those gifts." 

"No." 

"Be reasonable." 

"I passed your Rite. Whether you accept it or not, I am a Warrior, and Warriors 

do not escape their responsibilities. I will allow no harm to come to my charges." 

"Then you cannot stay in Toola." 
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From a distance, Tezcatlipoca watched Eecatl stiffly gather the pelt and return it 

to the bag. Eecatl rose, turned, and studied N ahui Ocelot!' s cubs, then slowly trudged into 

the jungle. The cubs followed him like a King's entourage. Tezcatlipoca smiled. He had 

accomplished what he had meant to do. Toola was a weak village, and Eecatl would be 

unable to reach his full potential had he stayed. The jungle would hone his hunting, 

tracking, and fighting skills more expertly than any Warrior. Skills Tezcatlipoca needed 

Eecatl to have if he was to reshape the world. 



Full Circle 

"Help!" a thin voice pleaded through the branches. 
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Eecatl snapped alert and scanned his surroundings. The tree he had been leaning 

against rustled in the wind, but the ambient noise of the jungle had vanished. He stilled 

his breathing, calmed his immediate reaction to blindly help, and centered his Warrior-

trained senses. The voice had come from the West. Macana and Itzli had gone hunting in 

that direction. 

Eecatl rose to his feet and cautiously loped in the direction of the voice. It could 

be nothing that would present a danger to the cubs, but he was not willing to take that 

chance. The ground here was lush with vegetation, which provided a predator with good 

coverage. Eecatl was sure it was one of the reasons the cubs had chosen it. 

In the three years since they had left Toola, the cubs had matured into fully grown 

jaguars. Eecatl had always protected them, but just as he had needed to learn to hunt and 

fend for himself so did the cubs. Recently, he had taken to encouraging them to hunt and 

build their skills without his help. They had grown a bit lazy and complacent with big 

brother around to feed them. The jungle killed the complacent, and that was not 

something Eectal was willing to allow. 

A crack above and to his left alerted him to the large cat's presence. Itzli was 

lounging in the tree branches, his tail waving languidly in the breeze. Eecatl frowned; 

where Itzli was Macana was not far, but there was no sign of the larger cat. 

"Rarrrr ! " 

"Stop, please. Oh great jaguar, symbol of our God, please," sobbed a female 

voice. 
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"Macana! Enough." Eecatl roared. 

Eecatl pushed his way through the dense trumpet tree thicket toward the voices. 

As the last branch whipped behind him, a clearing spilled out and before him. Sprawled 

on the ground was a woman. Her thick hair was disheveled, and a long shallow gash ran 

the length of her right leg. Macana was coiled on a rock; his teeth flashed menacingly. 

The girl whipped around and gasped as her leg slapped the ground. As Eecatl 

studied her, he was not impressed. Her skirt had been hurriedly tied, and her faded tunic 

had clearly seen better days before she had met Macana. As she looked up, Eecatl saw the 

worshipful gaze in her eyes, and he cursed mentally. He was tired solving the problems 

of others. 

"Macana. Itzli. Come." 

"Wait! You saved me. You saved me from the jaguar. You are the one we've 

been waiting for. We need you. The village needs you." 

"Woman. I do not know you, nor do I know your village. It is none of my 

concern. Go home and be grateful you were spared this day." 

"I can't go home. My leg won't bear my weight." 

Eecatl mentally cursed the Gods. The last thing he needed was a dependant 

woman and a village that needed him. Why the Gods seemed to think he was responsible 

for every life that crossed his path ... 

"You'll help me get to the village? Please ... " 

As the words left his mouth, Eecatl berated himself for a fool. "Fine, let me see 

your leg." 
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Eecatl drew a piece of light cloth from his travel kit and began to wrap it around 

her leg, staunching the blood. The wound really was as light at it had looked at first 

glance. The underlying muscle had not been tom by Macana's claws. He had only been 

toying with her. As Eecatl studied the wound, he took mental stock of the a few supplies 

he needed that the jungle did not provide. The village would be a place where he could 

get those human made items, and someone in the village should be grateful for the return 

of the woman. 

"Where is the village?" 

"You'll help?" 

"I'll take you home. Macana is my responsibility." 

Eecatl knelt and gestured for the woman to climb up on his back. 

"I warn you, if you think to try and rob me, Macana will do more than merely 

play with you. And that is ifltzli doesn't get you first. 

He felt her body shudder against him and smiled. He had no intention of getting . 

involved with her village's needs, and if she was a little afraid of him then maybe she 

would stop asking him to save them. "Now, where did you say the village was?" 

'To the West." 

As Eecatl loped through the forest, he barely noticed the weight of the woman of 

his back. He contemplated how much stronger he had grown. His birth village, 

Itlachiayaque, had been famed for producing the fiercest fighters and the finest Warrior 

Kings, but Itlachiayaque had been destroyed by their God, Tezcatlipoca. That same God 

had forced Eecatl to leave his adopted home of Toola. Had he stayed in Toola, he 
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doubted he would ever have achieved the strength and skill he now possessed. He 

mentally shuddered at the cost he had paid to gain that strength. 

Eecatl cleared the deep forest as the sun was setting. He saw the small village in 

the middle of the clearing. As he scanned the edges, he noticed the Warriors perched in 

the trees. He smiled approvingly; a watch was a sign of a ready village. The buildings 

were well placed, the roads were straight and uncluttered, and in the center of the village, 

burning strongly on the altar of the main temple, was a fire. It popped and hissed like an 

angry jaguar. A shiver of warning padded down Eecatl's spine. 

He shifted the woman's weight to get her attention. Her grip tightened, and he 

knew she waiting for him to do something by the tension in her hands. He continued to 

survey the village while asking "What has happened in that village?" 

"You'll help us?" 

"No, I just don't want to walk into a trap or a battle. There is something in the air, 

something wrong .. . " 

"A few days ago outsiders came to the village. They were strong and had a 

strange magic that our Warriors could not repel. They killed our Headman, and carved 

the sacred symbols of our God into his flesh ... " 

Inversed sacred letters, caked with dried blood, ripped into Eecatl's memory. The 

memory of the tom flesh from the stone-edged dagger that had carved those letters into 

his beloved elder brother's body raked painfully across the old emotional wounds. Eecatl 

had been unable to do anything to help his people. He shook himself mentally. The 

woman hadn't noticed his moment of inattention, but he couldn't afford to be held 

prisoner by memories of the dead. 
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" ... but the most awful thing was they inversed the symbols." 

Eecatl felt his blood run cold as he repeated. "They inversed the symbols?" 

"Yes. It was awful." 

"We need to go, now." 

Eecatl pushed through the overgrowth and headed into the clearing. He scanned 

the area waiting for the challenge he knew was coming. If the sentry failed to challenge 

him, then this village had only received what it deserved. Ifhe had learned anything from 

Tezcatlipoca, it was the strong preyed on the weak and in order to survive you had to be 

able to defend yourself. 

"Halt or I'll kill you where you stand," ordered a voice from the trees. 

"I am returning your woman. My companion injured her in a game." 

"How do I know this is not some ploy to learn our defenses?" 

"I have no interest in your village, but if you doubt my word, ask her," Eecatl 

replied as he crouched down to let the woman off his back. 

"I'll ask questions of your corpse!" The voice raged. 

As the woman shrieked, "Leopard Spot! No!" Itzli launched from his cover and 

tore the man from the tree. The man crashed to the ground and landed in a heap, while 

Itzli twisted gracefully and landed in a predator's crouch. Itzli bunched his hind quarters 

readying for the final strike, when Eecatl' s voice cut across the silence. 

"Itzli." 

The great cat's head came up, and he twisted to look at Eecatl. Itzli's flattened 

ears crept up from his skull. His molten-gold eyes gleamed from the depths of his 

obsidian fur. He was darker than the deepest moonless night and could inspire just as 
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much fear. He flowed into a standing position and padded over to Eecatl's side. A low 

warning growled vibrated from his throat. 

Eecatl turned and studied the fallen Warrior. He was tall, and his sinewy muscles 

were taut with tension. His stag-skin cloak was tom at the shoulder from Itzli's ambush. 

The man had a haunted look on his wary face. As he began to push himself into a sitting 

position, Itzli growled again low in his throat. The Warrior froze. 

"Itzli will rip you apart if you threaten me again." 

The woman hobbled over to the Warrior. "Leopard Spot, are you alright?" 

"I am fine, Atse. But what have you brought upon us?" 

"Our savior. I am sure he is one who will save the village." 

The Warrior snorted, "Atse, you are a fool for continuing to believe in signs. Our 

God has lost his power. Otherwise, He would not have allowed heathens to desecrate his 

sacred rites. Nobody is coming to save us." 

Eecatl felt no sympathy for the injured Warrior; after all, he had threatened 

Eecatl. Itzli was only protecting his elder brother. Now that he was closer, the village did 

not look as well tended as it had appeared from the jungle's edge. There were gouge 

marks in the buildings and a palatable taste of fear in the air. While the temple fire roared 

its offerings to the Gods, there were no children playing or villagers bartering for items. 

The villagers were hiding. 

The Warrior shifted his gaze from Atse to Eecatl. "So tell me, oh great savior, 

how do you plan to save our village when even our mightiest Warriors could nothing to 

stop the invader?" 
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"I am not planning on saving your village. I just brought the woman home," 

Eecatl replied. 

The sound of whispers from the village drew Eecatl' s attention. He brought his 

spear to the ready and dropped into a defensive crouch. A small crowd of people were 

emerging from the battered shelters, which, once, must have been their secure homes. 

The High Priest emerged from the middle of the group. His eyes widened when he saw 

Eecatl, and he threw himself to the ground prostrate in obeisance. 

"Oh Great Tezcatlipoca, you have come to save us." 

A wave of anger rushed over Eecatl. He was momentarily blinded by his hatred 

for the God. He forcibly relaxed his grip on the spear, reminding himself that this foolish 

Priest was not the target of his anger. Eecatl drew himself up to his full height and glared 

at the prostrate priest. 

"I am not Tezcatlipoca. I am a man, nothing more. Woman, if you thought that I 

was your God, then you will be sorely disappointed on two counts. I am no God, and 

Tezcatlipoca would never help those too weak to help themselves. He doesn't even help 

those who are strong enough to fight." 

Eecatl shook his head as he turned to dismiss the village. Clearly, they had seen 

great harm, but this village was not his responsibility. The villagers of Toola had wanted 

him to cast his honor aside, and these people wanted to use his honor to force him to 

defend them. He wanted no part of them or whatever scheme Tezcatlipoca was planning 

this time. While Tezcatlipoca, himself, would not protect the weak, He was not a God 

who allowed others to destroy what was His unless it suited Him somehow. 
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The woman, Atse, the Sentry had called her, began to haul herself upright. Eecatl 

was slightly impressed despite himself. That leg wound, while not deep, would hurt if 

asked to bear weight. Once she had her feet under her, she took a few steps away from 

the Sentry. She had strength to her that the Sentry and the Headman seemed to lack. 

"Eecatl. Wait. Come to the village temple and see the sign that told me you would 

save us. Please ... " 

She held her hand out beseechingly, and Eecatl, yet again, cursed himself for a 

fool. He knew that he would go see this sign simply because she had impressed him by 

standing on that injured leg. While he did not care for the weak, strength, in any form, 

was something to be respected. He did not want to help these people, who worshipped 

Tezcalipoca as his people once had. Pain had been the only thing Eecatl ever felt where 

that God meddled. 

Aste led Eecatl to the temple at the center of the village. She grimaced as she 

pushed open the wooden door into the inner sanctuary. As the door opened, Eecatl saw a 

gold statue of a Jaguar Warrior dominating the far side of the room. The Warrior, flanked 

by two jaguars, was holding a spear in one hand. His other hand rested lightly on one of 

the jaguar's heads. Eecatl stared at the statue in disbelief because the Warrior's face could 

have been his own. 

Eecatl looked at Atse and asked, "What trickery is this?" 

"No trickery, my lord. This is the image of our God, Tezcatlipoca. Amongst my 

people he is known as Y ohualli Eecatl, the night wind." 

A familiar voice drifted out from behind the statue. Eecatl stiffened and raised his 

spear into a defensive position as Tezcatlipoca walked out from behind the statue. 
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Wearing a simple loin wrap, obsidian arm bands, and bells beaded into his long free-

flowing hair, the God was immaculately groomed. His plain obsidian mirror hung from 

his waist. The bells tinkled playfully as he sauntered closer to Eecatl and Atse. A slight 

smile played on his lips. Tezcatlipoca stopped an arm's length from Eecatl and held out a 

hand in a peaceful gesture. 

"I told you Y ohualli Eecatl was good name. I do not give one of my names to 

many mortals, so let there be peace between us, Y ohualli Eecatl." 

"There will never be peace between us." 

"We shall see. But I did not come here to fight with you. I came here to give you 

charge of this village and to offer you a once in a lifetime opportunity." 

"I want nothing to do with you or your opportunities, Tezcatlipoca." 

"Really? Not even ifl answer your questions about who did this? You mean to 

tell me that you aren't interested in those inverted symbols?" 

"This is your mess. You clean it up." 

"No, Yohualli Eecatl, this is your mess returning to its creator." 

Eecatl stiffened. In his mind's eye, the ghosts ofltlachiayaque rose from the past. 

His brother's accusing eyes bored into Eecatl, and an angry whimper escaped. Eecatl 

glared at Tezcatlipoca. 

"Jaguar's Death is dead. What have you done?" 

"Oh, come now, Eecatl. There are more Powers than just me. Do you honestly 

think I am the only God who deals with mortal affairs?" 

"No, but I think you are the cause of this." 
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Tezcatlipoca snorted dismissively and gazed off into the distance, while his 

fingers absently caressed his mirror. Eecatl studied the God. Tezcalipoca's behavior was 

odd; He was never one to drop his end of the conversation. He always had to have the last 

word. 

"What have you done, Tezcatlipoca? Or are you going to abandon these people 

like you abandoned mine?" 

"I am at an impasse ... " 

"Impasse?" 

Tezacalipoca sighed his defeat. His shoulders slumped, and he met Eecatl's eyes. 

"Blood Maiden released the slayer of Itlachiayaque from the underworld." 

"Blood Maiden? Why would one of the keepers of the dead allow one of her 

charges to return to the realm of the living?" 

"I made her angry. As a Goddess of the afterlife, she has certain abilities. I did not 

expect her to be quite this unreasonable though." 

"You are a God. Send him back to underworld." 

"Just as you are my chosen, Yohualli Eecatl, so once was he." 

"When has that ever kept you ... " 

Eecatl stared at the God. The forthright manner the God was speaking with him, 

the lack of baiting, and the honesty in admitting that He, Tezcatlipoca, was limited were 

signs of the God's impotence. Eecatl stared at the God in disbelief as he said, "You can't 

stop him ... can you? You can't stop him, and you need me to." 

"It is as you say, Y ohualli Eecatl. I am powerless to stop my chosen. I promised 

him unrivaled prowess in battle if he offered me Itlachiayaque in sacrifice. He delivered 
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every soul in my city to me, except you. You are his only weakness. In order for his and 

your destiny to come full circle, your battle must end where it began, and for that reason 

he has gone to Itlachiayaque." 

"Itlachiayque? It's a dead city. What could he want there?" 

"While you live, Itlachiayque lives, and his destiny remains unfulfilled. He once 

destroyed a city to draw you to him. You once traded your life to stop him. If you do not 

go to him, he will come to you. This village is his challenge to you. Will you really let 

him continue to rampage unchecked?" 

Eecatl stared at the God in disbelief. His hand clenched around his spear shaft. He 

slammed the butt of spear into the ground. He tipped his head back, and a howl full of 

grief and frustration clawed its way out of his throat. 

Frozen, with his head still tipped toward the sky, a single word slipped from 

Eecatl's lips. "No." 

Tezcatlipoca smiled. "I will heal your woman, so she may accompany you." 

"She's not my woman. Do not doubt that I will hunt him down and send him back 

to the afterlife he earned." 

"I don't doubt your word, Yohualli Eecatl, but I am powerless to aid you in this. It 

is my hope that maybe she will be of use where I cannot." 

Tezcatlipoca's gaze shifted from Eecatl to Atse. He smiled a slow predatory smile 

as he raised his hand from his mirror. He reached for her wounded leg, and as his fingers 

traced their way down the wound, Atse screamed. Where Tezcatlipoca's fingers touched, 

the wound vanished. The only sign it had been there was a black line that looked like the 

tail of a jaguar. Tezcatlipoca laughed as he looked down on the trembling woman. 
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"Now all the world will know you belong to a Jaguar Warrior, and through him, 

me." 

Atse slipped behind Eecatl, and glared at the God over Eecatl's shoulder. 

"Silly girl, did you really expect me to give you something without exacting equal 

payment? You will learn that none of my gifts are free." 

Eecatl glared at the God. "She did not ask you for your gift Tezcatlipoca." 

"No. But she wanted it. She wanted to go with you. To make sure you return here, 

to her people." 

Eecatl shifted the spear into a striking position. The obsidian tip the God had 

given him years ago flickered in the light, almost as if it asked for blood. Eecatl readied 

his arm to cast that tip into the God when Atse' s hand on his should stilled him. He 

looked at her out the comer of his, not taking his attention from the God before him. She 

looked up at him and whispered. 

"He is right. I fear you will not come back to us, and my people need you. Our 

God has abandoned us. My father, the Headman, is dead, and I am a woman, not a 

Warrior. I am unfit to lead the people, and any man who might have been worthy is dead. 

The Warriors we have left hide in trees and stink of fear. My people need your strength if 

they are to survive." 

Eecatl released the tension in his arm. He closed his eyes and sighed. "I will not 

lead your people, Atse." 

"I have faith that you will do what is right." 

Tezcatlipoca smiled. "Faith that you will do what's right. How does it feel, Eecatl, 

to inspire faith in mere mortals?" 
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Eecatl glared at the God then smiled a thin, bitter smile. "Only mortals? It seems 

that you have that same faith in me, Tezcatlipoca. Does that make you a mere God?" 

Tezcatlipoca's smile hardened, and anger flared into his eyes. "Just as you are no 

mere mortal, I am no mere God, Y ohualli Eecatl." The God abruptly turned away from 

Eecatl and Atse. As he walked behind the statue, Tezcatlipoca's voice drifted back to 

them, "Beware the slayer of Itlachiayaque." 

Eecatl frowned at the empty place by the statue where the God had disappeared. 

Atse gently placed her hand on Eecatl's shoulder. Eecatl's eyes flicked from the lonely 

statue to her hand before he met her eyes. She met his stare with the resolve of any 

Warrior. 

Eecatl sighed and closed his eyes. "You don't have to come with me. I will 

stop ... " 

"I will go with you because you won't come back if you go alone. I am only a 

woman, but I will do whatever I can to aid you. My people need you, and I won't allow 

you to abandon them. If I must endure pain and become the possession of a God to do 

that, it is a small sacrifice to make for my people. I will convince you to lead and protect 

them." 

"You are foolish to think you will be able to sway me when even the Gods could 

not, but Tezcatlipoca has marked you because of me. For that, I owe you a boon. Gather 

what you think you will need, but do not hold me back or slow me down." 

As the sun rose, Eecatl and Atse left the village. Macana and Itzli' s fur flashed in 

the morning light as iftheir mother, Nahui Ocelotl, was caressing her children with her 

light. Atse's light pack was strapped to her back next to a quiver of arrows. Her light bow 
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rested easily in her grip. Eecatl jogged beside her with his spear gripped firmly. 

Tezcatlipoca's obsidian tip glimmered hungrily in the morning light. Eecatl smiled at the 

thought that soon he would feed that tip the blood ofltlachiayaque's slayer. He had won 

with Tezcatlipoca's help the last time they had faced each other. This time he would best 

Jaguar's Death with his own skills. 

They travelled for several days, until the landscape began to look familiar to 

Eecatl. His dreams were haunted by the lands around his homeland. It was a dead city, 

and he had never been tempted to return during his wanderings. They stopped at a copse 

of trumpet trees, and Eecatl ran his hand over the thick leaves, savoring their texture and 

the sharp scent of the area. 

"I was hunting when Jaguar's Death went on his rampage. While he was killing 

everyone I knew, I was nestled in these leaves waiting for a kill. When I returned to 

Itlachiayaque, they were all dead, and I was the prey." 

"Eecatl ... " 

"If I do nothing else, I will stop him. The way he butchered my people and 

desecrated my brother's body cannot be allowed. I can't promise you anything else, 

Atse." 

"Eecatl, you don't need to. You are the night wind that will blow all this death 

and destruction away. You will breath new life into the people, and I will do what I can to 

ensure that." 

"You are a dreamer if you think pretty words will convince me." 

"I have faith, in you and in the Gods." 
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Eecatl watched her for a moment. She stood strong and tall and held his gaze until 

he looked away. It was unnerving seeing a Warrior's strength in a woman. "Itlachiayaque 

is only a short jog from here. We will be there soon." 

Eecatl pushed aside a frond to reveal the burned-out ruin of the city. He studied 

the remains of his home. Blackened wood stuck up from the remains of some of the 

houses, while vegetation covered other collapsed buildings. A clear view of the stone 

temple ruins could be seen in the in the distance. Something told Eecatl that Jaguar's 

Death awaited him there. A bitter smile flicked across his face as he donned his jaguar 

helm and pelt, the garb of a Jaguar Warrior, chosen ofTezcatlipoca. 

"Aste, you are no match for Jaguar's Death. Try not to let him kill you." 

"You do the same." 

Eecatl turned and flashed an amused smile at her before he strode through the 

foliage and entered the abandoned city. Macana and Itzli flanked him as a king's honor 

guard would their lord. Atse followed in their wake, alert, with an arrow notched in her 

bow. The city was eerily quiet. ·where the voices of children should have sung out, 

silence greeted them. There were no smells of cook fires or curing meat, no sounds of 

weapons ringing from practice; the voices of Itlachiayaque had long been silenced, and 

Eecatl spared a brief moment to mom their passing. 

As they walked past the house of that unknown Warrior where Eecatl had first 

met Tezcatlipoca, Eecatl cursed the God for His meddling in Eecatl's life. The one place 

in Itlachiayaque that he did not want to go, the main square where his brother, Jaguar's 

Pride, had been slain, still waited up ahead. He steeled his nerves and vowed to himself 
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that someday he would find a way to even the score with the God, who had stolen 

everything from him. 

The square was as deserted as the rest of the city. Had the scene from the day of 

the massacre not been branded into Eecatl' s memory, he would never have known this 

was where the Warriors of the city had fallen. He paused a minute and examined the 

empty spot where Jaguar's Pride had lain. A single tear traced its way down Eecatl' s 

cheek. Itzli looked up at his master and chirped low in his throat, while Macana scanned 

the area. Atse came up and again placed her hand on Eecatl' s shoulder; the light touch 

grounded him. He shook his head_ sharply and lifted his gaze to the temple. 

Eecatl could see an angry fire burning at the top of the temple. The tongues of its 

flames lashed the air as if in violent protest to being awakened on Itlachiayaque' s 

abandoned alter. Eecatl saw a single man, wearing a jaguar helm and pelt, tending the 

fire. Eecatl raised his spear as the rage and hate he bore Tezcatlipoca rose to the surface. 

This man had taken everything from Eecatl in an attempt to gain the God's favor. Eecatl 

had been too inexperienced to kill this mar1 by his own hand then; things were different 

now, and Eecatl wanted the pleasure of feeling the traitor's life blood drain from his 

body. 

Eecatl snarled, "Jaguar's Death, slayer of Itlachiayaque, come face me." 

As Eecatl spoke, Macana and Itzli roared in unison. Atse watched in awe as the 

man turned to face Eecatl and the jaguars. He was powerfully built. Black eyes stared out 

of a face that could have been Eecatl' s. A slow self-satisfied smile spread its way across 

that face as the man studied the party below him. 

"Is that how you greet your elder brother, Eecatl?" 
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Eecatl' s eyes widened. He felt the blood run from his face, and as the air left his 

lungs, he felt as if he had been knocked into wall. His rage and anger vanished as he 

gazed up at his brother in wonderment. Eecatl took a step forward and a lowered his 

spear. 

"Jaguar's Pride ... How can this be? You were ... " 

Jaguar's Pride smiled as he said, "Slain? Yes, little brother I was killed by my 

faithless friend, Jaguar's Death, but the Goddess, Blood Maiden, saw fit to return me to 

you. She felt that I had been betrayed by Tezcatlipocajust as she had been." 

"I don't understand. Tezcatlipoca said Blood Maiden had returned to slayer of 

Itlachiayaque. I saw your body, and it was Jaguar's Death who tried to kill me." 

"Tezcatlipoca is trying to fool you. Blood Maiden has the power to destroy him. 

He fears that Blood Maiden gave me the means to hurt him when she returned my life, 

and I will exact revenge for Itlachiayaque. The God of Bad Bargains sent you here to kill 

me simply because he is perverse." 

From the far side a square, Tezcatlipoca's voice responded, "Is that what you 

really think of me, Jaguar's Pride? I may have my idiosyncrasies, but to call them 

perversions, that is a bit harsh." 

Eecatl spun to face the God. He raised his spear and was ready to fight. Macana, 

snarled and launched himself at the God. From behind Eecatl, ltzli screamed in pain and 

an arrow hit the stone steps. Eecatl dove to the right. As his shoulder hit the ground, he 

used his momentum to roll into a crouched position facing Atse, the downed Itzli, and 

Jaguar's Pride. 
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A dagger hilt protruded from Iztli' s side. The cat was prone, and he gurgled with 

each labored breath. Atse was reaching for another arrow as Jaguar's Pride laughed and 

began descending the stairs. Jaguar's Pride pulled another dagger from its sheath on his 

belt. 

Eecatl screamed, "Brother! What is the meaning of this?" 

Jaguar's Pride came to a halt a few steps from the ground. His eyes gleamed with 

a dark light as he looked at Eecatl. "I am fulfilling my bargain." 

Disbelief flashed across Eecatl' s face as he stared at his brother. Eecatl raised his 

spear as Jaguar's Pride threw the dagger. It flashed in the sun-light as it sailed past Eecatl 

toward Tezcatlipoca. Eecatl saw Macana crumpled on the ground in front of the God. 

Tezcatlipoca raised his arm and carelessly flipped the dagger aside. A thin dribble of 

blood ran down Tezcatlipoca's arm. As he held his arm out and studied the small cut, 

black lines began to radiate out from the wound. Tezcatlipoca hissed in pain and glared at 

Jaguar's Pride. 

"What have you done, mortal?" 

"What I promised to do, deliver Blood Maiden's gift. As the poison spreads, you 

will lose your invulnerability. I will cut your heart from your body, eat it, and take your 

place as a God. I will rule the heavens, and my brother, in my name, will rule the earth." 

Tezcatlipoca staggered as Eecatl turned toward the God. Shock, disbelief, and joy 

flicked across Eecatl's face as he looked at the God. Tezcatlipoca raised his arm exposing 

the wound to Eecatl. The black had begun to radiate down Tezcatlipoca's fingers and up 

toward his elbow. He met Eecatl' s gaze and stared entreatingly into his eyes. 

"Yohualli Eecatl. Help me." 



"No ... " 

Eecatl looked over at his brother standing calmly on the temple steps. 

"Brother? What is the meaning of this?" 
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Jaguar's Pride held his hand toward his brother and smiled. "Blood Maiden 

offered me a chance to be with you again. All I had to do was kill Tezcatlipoca." 

"And what did you mean by take his place?" 

"He means to become even greater than the Warrior King, a God instead of a 

mere mortal who rules all the people." Tezcatlipoca added. 

Jaguar's Pride frowned at the God before returning his gaze to Eecatl. "Help me, 

brother. We can be together, and I will ensure this lying offal no longer burdens you, and 

Itlachiayaque can live again." 

Tezcatlipoca laughed mockingly and asked, "Was my promise of Kingship not 

enough, Jaguar's Pride? All you had to was kill Eecatl, and I would have been forced to 

honor our bargain." 

Eecatl looked sharply at the God. Tezcatlipoca had dropped his outstretched arm. 

He was studying Jaguar's Pride with a look of disappointment. Then, the God shifted his 

gaze to meet Eecatl' s own. 

"I offered your brother the title of Warrior King if he sacrificed every life in 

Itlachiayaque to me. He eagerly accepted and is the true slayer of Itlachiayque. I was 

disappointed; a true king would have declined. Without the people, there is nothing to 

rule, to protect." 

Eecatl gaped at the God. "You lie. Jaguar's Pride was slain. That traitor, Jaguar's 

Death, carved those symbols into him and desecrated his body." 
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Tezcatlipoca fixed his gaze on Jaguar's Pride. "Tell him of our bargain Jaguar's 

Pride. Tell him how you planned to murder him along with Itlachiayaque. Tell him of 

how your brother Warrior, Jaguar's Death, watched you to slay the Warriors and Priests, 

and then stabbed you from behind. Tell him the meaning of those symbols." 

Eecatl looked at his brother. "What is he talking about, Jaguar's Pride." 

"Eecatl, how can you listen to this filth? He is trying to confuse you. I would do 

nothing to harm you, brother. I came back to free you from this perversion of a God and 

give you everything you deserve. Blood Maiden wants his death, and she will have it. But 

there must be a King Maker, and as a God I could protect you, always." 

Tezcatlipoca laughed. "Jaguar's Death was trying to transfer the Bargain I had 

made with your brother, Eecatl. He thought by inverting those symbols he could force me 

to accept him, and maybe I would have, except you came along. You were willing to give 

up Ichan Tonatiuh Ilhuijcan. You impressed me, and I chose you instead." 

Eecatl shook his head and glared at the God. "I do not believe you, Tezcatlipoca. 

You're trying to deceive me. I hope you enjoy whatever reward Blood Maiden has in 

store for you." Eecatl turned and strode toward his brother. He climbed the few steps that 

separated them and knelt before Jaguar's Pride. Eecatl looked up at his brother and 

smiled. "I could never go against you, brother." 

Jaguar's Pride smiled triumphantly at Tezcatlipoca before kneeling down to 

embrace Eecatl. As he wrapped his arms around Eecatl, he said, "Finally, we can ... " 

Jaguar's Pride stiffened and pulled away from Eecatl. He looked down at the spear 

protruding from his chest. Confusion chased its way across his face as he looked up at 

Eecatl and asked, "why?" 
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"You wouldn't stop. Even Tezcatlipoca's power wouldn't be enough for you, and I 

can't let the killing continue. Good bye, brother." 

Eecatl pulled the spear free and drove it into Jaguar's Pride's throat. Blood 

spurted from the wound, showering Eecatl in fine red rain. What looked like bloody tears 

rolled down his face as he stood up and staggered over to Itzli. The jaguar was still 

struggling for breath. The wound around the dagger was black, and the edges of Itzli' s 

flesh were curling away from the blade. Eecatl crumpled beside the jaguar and ran his 

hand over Itzli' s flank. His body shuddered from his sharp exhale, and he looked over at 

T ezcatli po ca. 

"I don't know what to do to save him. Tezcatlipoca, help me save him." 

Tezcatlipoca smiled, "You would bargain with me then?" 

"Yes ... " 

"It will demand a sacrifice, Heart's Blood." 

Atse's headjerked up. "Eecatl, you can't. My people need you. Take mine 

instead." 

Eecatl ignored the woman as he pushed himself up. He pulled his spear from the 

body of his brother. Blood ran off the obsidian tip and pitter-patted to the ground in 

crimson droplets. Eecatl studied the tip. It was sharp and would pierce his flesh easily. 

While not ideal to cut out a heart, Eecatl thought it fitting that he would lose his own life 

to tip that Tezcatlipoca had given him many years before. It had already stolen the life of 

his brother, and it would soon drink the blood of the last survivor of Itlachiayaque. Eecatl 

walked calmly over to the God and held out the hungry spear. Tezcatlipoca laughed 

softly as his fingers curled around Eecat' s fingers on the shaft. 
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The God pulled Eecatl' s hand forward and traced a bloody circle on his own chest 

over the area where his heart beat. "You will need to cut here to ensure you get the entire 

heart and the best blood. Draw out the knife in Itzli and sprinkle my Heart Blood over the 

wound." 

Eecatl started at the God. "This is not ... " 

"What you expected? No, Eecatl, what I want is for you to accept your destiny 

and lead my people. Become greater than the Warrior King your brother sought to be, 

become Y ohualli Eecatl, Jaguar King, beloved of Tezcatlipoca." 

Eecatl yanked his hand away and took a step back from the God. His head jerked 

to Macana's prone form on the ground and then to Itzli's on the steps. He had reviled 

Tezcatlipoca for the death ofltlachiayaque, for making a mockery of his Rite into 

adulthood, and for giving him the name, Y ohualli Eecatl. He took another step away from 

the God when a gentle hand touched his shoulder. Eecatl whirled and saw Atse standing 

next to him. 

She looked up and said, "It's your choice, Eecatl. It's always been your choice." 

Eecatl studied the woman before him. She was the strongest woman he had ever 

met, stronger than most Warriors, perhaps even stronger than he was. To protect her 

people, she had sought him out. She had faced the God, Tezcatlipoca, come to 

Itlachiayaque, and had offered her own life in place of his in order to save Itzli. She had 

done all these things to ensure that the man she believed to be her people's savior 

returned to them, and she was offering him the choice. He turned back to the God, 

grabbed the spear, and plunged it into Tezcatlipoca's chest. 
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A fire roared on the temple's altar as the High Priest, dressed in full regalia, 

walked toward the throne. The woman, Atse, stood behind the throne. She was dressed in 

· a new wrap which left the jaguar mark on her leg exposed for all to see. Her dark hair 

was freshly washed and beaded with bells and obsidian beads. Macana and Iztli sat on 

either side of the throne. Their obsidian necklets gleamed in the fire light. On the throne 

sat Eecatl. He was dressed in his helm and cloak and held his spear, with Tezcatlipoca's 

tip, firmly in his right hand. 

As the High Priest reached the throne, he raised an obsidian necklet above his 

head. He kneeled before Eecatl and offered it to the new King. Eecatl stood and handed 

his spear to Atse. He accepted the Priest's offering. The necklet, smooth and polished, 

was the triplet of the two worn by his companion jaguars. Eecatl studied it for a moment 

then looked down at Itzli and smiled softly. He raised it to the sky and placed it around 

his neck. 

The villagers began to chant and dance for their new king. Frenzied arms and legs 

thumped out a celebratory beat. From the back of the gathering, Tezcatlipoca smiled. By 

choosing to give Itzli life with the sacrificial Heart Blood, Eecatl had undone Blood 

Maiden's curse. Tezcatlipoca knew he had chosen well. Eecatl had not disappointed him. 

He would be the Jaguar King his people needed to lead them against the looming danger 

Tezcatlipoca foresaw from the sea. 



Fantasy and The Jaguar King Cycle 

It has always been the prime function of mythology and rite to 

supply the symbols that carry the human spirit forward. 

-Joseph Campbell 
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The Fantasy genre is perhaps the oldest genre in existence. According to Richard 

Mathews in Fantasy the Liberation of Imagination, "most critics agree [fantasy] is a type 

of fiction that evokes wonder, mystery, or magic- a sense of possibility beyond the 

ordinary, material, rationally predictable world in which we live" (1). Elements of the 

fantastic can be seen in the earliest writings like The Epic of Gilgamesh, the Greek and 

Roman mythologies, the Aztec and Mayan mythologies, and the mythologies of many 

other ancient and current civilizations. Since ancient stories and mythologies incorporate 

elements of the fantastic to explain the unexplainable, these stories by default fall into the 

Fantasy genre. Due to social stigma associated with the genre, the modem Fantasy genre 

remains inextricably linked to Science Fiction (Sci-Fi) genre. Both genres, according to 

C. W. Sullivan III, in "Folklore and Fantastic Literature," have a "tradition of examining 

cultural attitudes" that can be dated back to authors like Mary Shelley or H. G. Wells 

(289). This tradition continues to be seen in modem Fantasy authors like J.R.R. Tolkien, 

Louise Cooper, and Mercedes Lackey. My project, The Jaguar King Cycle, is set within 

the Fantasy genre. In order to follow the conventions of the genre, my character, Eecatl, 

is forced to not only grow into adulthood but also to choose between his best interests and 

the best interests of innocents, be they human, feline, or divine. Eecatl' s choices parallel 

choices made in the real world, and it is the parallels between the two worlds that move 
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my readers into an examination of cultural attitudes like putting the good of many before 

one's self, personal honor, and staying true to one's self. 

Many Fantasy stories or authors borrow mythological tales or archetypal stories, 

but due to the nature of the genre the use of source material is a necessary practice. 

According to C.W. Sullivan III, fantasy writers must use recycled material in their 

writing because "the writer of fantastic literature, the creator of impossible worlds, has 

need of and uses folklore to make those imagined worlds accessible to the reader" (279). 

The use of familiar myths or lore provides the reader a point of access into the parallel 

fantasy world. Without a reference point to orient readers, they would have a difficult 

time understanding the rules of the fantasy world. For example, the opening crawl in the 

Star Wars movies provides movie viewers with the necessary context to understand what 

is happening in the Star Wars universe. Without the crawl, views are violently pushed 

into a conflict between two forces. The confusion and lack of context affects viewers' 

ability to immediately suspend disbelief because they have no knowledge on which to 

draw to help orient themselves in the fantasy world. This same introductory technique, in 

the form of an introductory monologue, is used in Terminator 2: Judgment Day, Avatar, 

and other Sci-Fi and Fantasy movies. Techniques such as this are known as information 

dumps. In "The Magazine Era: 1926-1960," Brian Attebery claims, "this technique can 

be viewed as an aesthetic flaw; it certainly slows the action down and hardly demands 

realistic characterization," but it is sometimes necessary because of the reader's 

ignorance of the events, concepts, or rules of the fantasy world (32). 

According to Mathews, "'fantasy forms the mainstream of Western literature until 

the Renaissance"' (2), but it fell out of acceptance with the rise of science and reason 
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during the Renaissance. He further claims, "the medieval period was viewed as the 'Dark 

Ages,' and as scientific reasoning took root even the great ancient civilizations were 

increasingly regarded as primitive, superstitious, and unenlightened" (2). According to 

Farah Mendlesohn and Edward James in A Short History of Fantasy, the Gothic tradition 

arose in 1764 with Horace Walpole's The Castle of Otranto, but it "was originally 

published as a 'found manuscript.' Only after it aroused widespread acclaim was it 

revealed to be fantasy" (14-15). Mendlesohn and James claim that the Gothic tradition 

arose in part from a "search for a [time] period in which to set a social critique, in order 

to escape the security of the sedition acts" (15). They further claim that Walpole was 

reluctant to publish The Castle of Otranto under his own name until it had received 

positive acclaim because of "the clampdowns [on free-thinking during] the late 

eighteenth century in response to the revolutions in Europe" (14). The clampdowns and 

intolerance by governing bodies of materials they considered subversive created a hostile 

environment toward the fantastic, and writers who employed it had to be careful of what 

they published. For example, "The One Hundred and Twenty Days of Sodom (1784) 

remained unpublished until the twentieth century" (Mendlesohn and James 17). This 

hostile environment kept the Fantasy genre from reclaiming its former accepted position 

in the literary canon. However, the development of the Sci-Fi genre legitimatized 

fantastic elements because they could be explained in a reasonable manner that worked 

according to a scientific principle. 

According to Brian Stableford, in "Science Fiction before the Genre," World War 

I and its legacy of bitter disenchantment created a hostile environment in Europe for the 

Sci-Fi genre until the 1930s, but the effects on speculative fiction in the United States 
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were significantly less due to the United States' late entry into the war and remote 

location (27). He says "the effect of the war on American attitudes to technological 

progress was much less caustic," creating a more receptive market for fantastical science 

fiction pulp magazines. However, it was not until the mid-1920's when the pulp 

magazine, Amazing Stories, achieved commercial success that the Fantasy genre would 

begin to regain the public acceptance it had enjoyed before the Renaissance. 

Amazing Stories opened the door for other fantasy-type pulp magazines to gain 

acceptance and commercial success in what had formerly been a hostile social 

environment. However, the popularity of J.R.R. Tolkien' s The Hobbit and The Lord of 

the Rings allowed the Fantasy genre to resume an accepted place in Western society. 

According to Mathews, The Lord of the Rings' "consummate literary craftsmanship, and 

the depth and complexity of its vision prompted the general public and critics alike to 

take fantasy more seriously" (54). He further claims that Tolkien's academic essays, 

particuiarly "On Fairy-Stories," contributed validation not only of Tolkien's own work 

but to the genre as whole, and the principles that Tolkien identifies in "On Fairy-Stories" 

not only apply to The Lord of the Rings but to other acknowledged masterpieces of 

fantasy. 

All genres have principles and conventions that they follow, and Fantasy is no 

exception. Tolkien claims in "On Fairy-Stories" the first principle of Fantasy is the 

creation of the Secondary World: 

What really happens is that the story-maker proves a successful "sub-creator." He 

makes a Secondary World which your mind can enter. Inside it, what he relates is 

"true": it accords with the laws of that world. You there-fore believe it, while you 
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are, as it were, inside. The moment disbelief arises, the spell is broken; the magic, 

or rather art, has failed. (3 7) 

Tolkien's "sub-cre-ator" establishes all the necessary elements in the Secondary World 

like the rules, languages, cultures, mythologies, histories, etc. The "sub-creator" often 

borrows myths or local lore to make the Secondary World accessible to the reader, as 

Tolkien did in The Lord of the Rings. Tolkien's Middle Earth drew from sources like 

medieval European lore, Faerie lore, Catholic lore, and the form of the epic tale. These 

elements aided Tolkien's readers in understanding the rules for Middle Earth because 

they could reference familiar lore that would help explain the dissimilarities between the 

fantastic world of Middle Earth and the mundane world in which they live. 

According to Tolkien, the second principle of successful fantasy is consistency. 

Once the Secondary World has been established the laws must remain consistent. If the 

laws are inconsistent or do not make sense to the reader, the story falls apart. For 

example, if Frodo, from Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings, suddenly decided to give the 

One Ring to Sauron because Sauron asked nicely, readers would not believe it. Frodo's 

characterization throughout the trilogy has made this action impossible. Readers would 

be outraged by such actions because they are inconsistent with the rules established 

throughout the work. 

Readers can see both these principles at work in Louise Cooper's Time Master 

series. Cooper sets up her Secondary World and explains the rules for the world through 

the raising of her main character, Tarod. As Tarod learns the rules for his society so does 

the reader. The belief that Order is good and Chaos is evil is explained as unquestionable 

law. However, when Tarod's identity as a God of Chaos is revealed, the reader is willing 
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to believe that there must be some mistake because Tarod has been a consistently good 

and caring individual. Tarod's consistent concern for others allows Cooper's ending to be 

believable because Tarod convinces the other Gods of Chaos to show mercy to both 

mortals and the Gods of Order. 

As seen with the Gothic tradition, another prominent convention of the Fantasy 

genre is to offer social critique. In "Young Adult Literature: Science Fiction and Fantasy 

Series Books," Al Muller and C.W. Sullivan III claim increased critical attention towards 

the Fantasy genre has resulted in the discovery of "serious works of philosophical, 

speculative, and humanistic literature" (71). Sullivan III furthers this claim in "Folklore 

and Fantastic Literature," when he says: 

Science fiction, and occasionally fantasy, challenges and asks the reader to 

examine the attitudes behind the behaviors it is criticizing; that is, these authors 

are not merely pointing out bad behavior and telling the reader to stop doing that, 

they are asking the reader to examine the long-held traditional attitudes or beliefs 

which have made that behavior seem, at least at one time, perfectly acceptable. 

(291) 

Fantasy writers habitually address complex social issues in their writing. Mercedes 

Lackey's 1989-1991 Diana Tregarde series is an Urban Fantasy set in a world that could 

be the real world except that gods go on murderous rampages, elves drive race cars, 

vampires are real, and magic is a tangible force that people can use. In the series, Lackey 

addresses both the issue of homosexuality and the issue of discrimination and social 

isolation a person endured after contracting the AIDS virus. In Children of the Night, 

Diana's best friend, Lenny, and his lover, Keith, are introduced as central characters. 
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Lackey's portrayal of them as individuals and their relationship is a positive introduction 

of a homosexual couple during a time when people did not openly discuss such things 

because it was considered unacceptable. 

In Burning Water and Jinx High, Lenny has contracted AIDS from Keith, who 

has died from the disease. While Lenny's story line is not the main plot of the series, he 

remains a sympathetic reoccurring character in the later novels. His plight, ranging from 

the death of his lover to his friends fleeing in fear and leaving him isolated, is a strong 

subplot in the later two novels. By discussing the social repercussions of Lenny's 

diagnosis and the discrimination he endures after his diagnosis, Lackey challenges her 

readers to examine the unfairness of the perfectly acceptable behavior of the time. 

One of the best aspects of the Fantasy genre is that it allows its readers to escape 

into another world, and I wanted to write pieces that would allow my reader to escape the 

everyday world, be enjoyable to read, and engage in social commentary. Since my stories 

are firmly set within the Fantasy genre, in order for the stories to succeed I needed to 

create a Secondary World. In my Secodary World Gods materialize in corporeal form and 

interact with the mortal coil. As the stories progressed, I linked back to both earlier 

stories and earlier events to create a consistency within the works. All of the stories tend 

towards a rite of passage tale, and each story has a different central theme. The differing 

themes, my desire to potentially write other stories occurring in the intervening years 

between these three stories, and genre publication conventions are why I chose to submit 

three short stories instead of a longer novella. 

My Secondary world is a Mesoamerican world. The rules of this world are 

different from the mundane world because gods take corporeal form and impossible 
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things, like one man slaying an entire city, can happen. Since Mesoamerican studies are 

not my primary field, I could have easily created inconsistencies through ignorance if I 

had placed the stories at a specific time like the Spanish conquests, so I purposely left the 

time undefined. When I wrote "Warrior's Choice," I mimicked the style of writing from 

the various types of mythologies I have read in order to give my Secondary World 

believability. Much like many Greek and Roman myths, "Warrior's Choice" relies on 

heavy description and minimal dialogue to move the story. The capitalization of 

Warrior(s), Priest(s), Warrior King, and God(s) emphasizes the importance of those 

things and eliminates the need of an information dump paragraph. 

I based "Warrior's Choice" around the mythology of Tezcatlipoca. In order to 

·effectively create a realistic character and setting, I researched both Tezcatlipoca and the 

civilizations that created his mythos. Much like Coyote of Native American mythology or 

Loki of Norse mythology, Tezcatlipoca is considered to be a trickster. One of his many 

names/aspects is the God of Bad Bargains, but he also fills the role of the King Maker. In 

order to rule, a king had to make a bargain with Tezcatlipoca. The concept that ruling was 

intrinsically a bad bargain is interesting and that concept helped shape some of 

Tezcatlipoca's character. Since I was fascinated by the dual roles Tezcatlipoca possessed, 

I devised a story that would play to that dichotomy. I enjoy this type of dichotomy in the 

Fantasy I read, and it appears throughout the genre, for example: Cooper's Tarod, a God 

of Chaos who sees value in Order, Lackey's Laven Firestorm, a Herald who had the 

power to burn an enemy army to ashes with his mind but lacked the confidence to use his 

gift reliably, or Laurel K. Hamilton's Anita Blake, a zombie animator who hates 

vampires but finds herself attracted to one. 
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Tezcatlipoca's mythos was the driving concept behind "Warrior's Choice," and 

the story is littered with subtle references to Tezcatlipoca, and while I did not include 

them to the extent I did in the first story, the later two stories also contain references to 

the mythos. One ofTezcatlipoca's many names is Smoking Mirror because he always 

carries an obsidian mirror named Itlachiayaque. I named Eecatl' s city Itlachiayaque in 

reference to Tezcatlipoca's mirror. I liked the symbolism of the city being sacrificed to 

give birth to Tezcatlipoca's Warrior King. Tezcatlipoca having to sacrifice something of 

importance to gain something else he wanted more possesses symmetry because the 

mythology surrounding Tezcatlipoca revolves around sacrifice. In the mythos, obsidian 

represented Tezcatlipoca, and whenever the word obsidian appears it is an indication that 

Tezcatlipoca is present or is interfering in Eecatl's life. I derived Eecatl's name from 

another ofTezcatlipoca's names, Yohualli Eecatl, and since the jaguar represented 

Tezcatlipoca, I derived Jaguar's Death and Jaguar's Pride's names from the god as well. I 

continued with the jaguar theme in the other two stories with Nahui Ocelot! and her cubs 

in "Jaguar's Dawn." In "Full Circle," the references continue with the Jaguar Warriors, 

an elite group of hunters who worshipped Tezcatlipoca, the naming of Itlzi, a god who 

served Tezcatlipoca, and the naming ofMacana, an Aztec weapon used by the Jaguar 

Warriors. 

In Writing in General and the Short Story in Particular, Rust Hills says the main 

character in a good short story should be one who moves. Movement occurs when some 

integral part of the character changes. Tezcatlipoca did not strike me as the type of 

character who would change, so I created Eecatl to be the protagonist. In each story, 

Eecatl is presented with a decision that will shape the type of person he will become. The 
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choices not only allow Eecatl a chance to move in the story but also offer observations 

and criticism about human nature and society which Sullivan III claimed was an intrinsic 

part of the genre. 

The decision in "Warrior's Choice" seems simple, Eecatl can either die and go to 

Ichan Tonatiuh Ilhuijcan, the Aztec and Mayan Warrior's Heaven, or sacrifice himself to 

save faceless others but be eternally barred from Ichan Tonatiuh Ilhuijcan. Eecatl's 

decision becomes about more than just doing the right thing because he has a personal, 

eternal price to pay in order for him to do the right thing. Sullivan III would claim I am 

asking my readers to examine their current behavior and determine if it is acceptable 

because there are many people who claim to be devoted followers of their religions, but 

they do so only in name and do not honor the core tenets of their faith. 

As a Warrior in training, Eecatl' s code demands that he protect the weaker 

members of society. Realistically, he should be granted access into Ichan Tonatiuh 

Jlhuijcan, whether he accepts Tezcatlipoca's aid or not; however, I wanted there to be a 

moment where my readers examine whether they would make the same choice if they 

had something important to lose. By choosing the path of the Warrior and saving the 

faceless others, Hills would say Eecatl moves from a helpless child, who needs others to 

protect him, to a Warrior, who protects others. This integral change in Eecatl is what 

defines this story as a rite of passage tale because Eecatl has moved from childhood into 

adulthood by his own choice. 

The decision in "Jaguar's Dawn" revolves around the question of honor. The 

obvious moment of decision comes when the villagers of Toola refuse to accept the cubs 

and urge Eecatl to abandon them and his promise to Nahui Ocelotl. Sullivan III would 
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claim this part of the story is social commentary. When I was a child, my grandmother 

drilled into me that honesty and honor were of paramount importance. My word was my 

bond, and I was expected to keep my promises. However, in today's society personal 

integrity seems to no longer matter. I want my readers to examine why society has 

decided that people no longer need to keep their word. I chose to make the obvious 

choice in this story about nonhumans because then Eecatl' s choice becomes about 

personal honor and keeping his word. Had the cubs been human, my readers would have 

felt that he was obligated to care for children, and the impact of the choice would have 

been diminished. 

While the choice at Toola meets Sullivan Ill's observations that Fantasy asks 

readers to examine their own beliefs, it is not the moment where the character moves 

because there is no integral change in the character, Eecatl. Hills would claim Eecatl 

moves when he accepts Tezcatlipoca's obsidian spear tip. Eecatl consistently does what 

the Warrior's code demands of him. He sacrificed Ichan Tonatiuh Ilhuijcan; he waited the 

extra two years before he took his Rite of Manhood, and he would have denied accepting 

Tezcatlipoca's gift. However, Tezcatlipoca knowingly baits Eecatl when he says, 

"You're a Warrior. Warrior's don't leave the defenseless to die" (Galvin "Jaguar's" 18). 

Technically, the Warrior Code only requires Eecatl to protect the helpless members of his 

society, so Eecatl is not bound to protect the cubs because they are nonhumans. However, 

by accepting the spear tip, an integral change in Eecatl occurs because he moves beyond 

following the letter of the code to following the spirit of the code. He sacrifices his 

personal honor, by breaking the rules of the Rite, to do what he believes to be the right 
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thing. Doing what is right no matter the personal cost is a central theme in all three 

works. 

In "Full Circle," casting Jaguar's Pride as the antagonist creates several points of 

emotional contention for Eecatl and creates several levels on which Eecatl' s choice can 

operate. "Warrior's Choice" establishes Jaguar's Pride as Eecatl's beloved elder brother 

and the epitome of a Warrior. Both the loss of Jaguar's Pride and his epitomic example 

shape Eecatl's later choices. Jaguar's Pride is not only the mastermind behind the 

destruction of Itlachiayaque, but his seductive appeal to Eecatl to join him represents a 

threat to everything Eecatl has chosen to become. Eecatl' s choice becomes about much 

more than doing the right thing. 

The loss of the idealized epitomic model Eecatl has used to steer his choices as a 

Warrior creates difficulties for Eecatl because he must decide if the ideal Warrior, the 

dead Jaguar's Pride represented, is more important than the ideals of the living Jaguar's 

Pride. On one level, Eecatl must choose between his family ties and his personal honor. 

Trying to live up to the Warrior's Code that Eecatl believed his brother represented gives 

Eecatl the strength to make the hard decisions Tezcatlipoca forces on him. However, 

Eecatl never had to choose between his personal moral compass and his family's desires. 

This is a dilemma with which readers can identify, and Sullivan III would argue it is a 

good example of me asking my readers to examine their own attitudes, beliefs, and 

choices without scolding them for those choices. 

The next level of Eecatl' s choice is a consistent theme that occurs in all three 

stories: Do I do what is best for everyone except maybe me, or do I do what is best for 

me? Eecatl's choice is complicated by the nonfamily versus family issue because 
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Tezatlipoca is not family and Eecatl despises him, but Jaguar's Pride's ambition is the 

greater evil and would hurt countless others. Making Tezcatlipoca so dislikable lends 

power to Eecatl' s choice because people tend to forget that doing the right thing is not 

always the easiest or most pleasant option, but in Eecatl' s case this decision decides what 

kind of man he is because one act has the power to undo all the growth he has done as an 

individual. 

The questions about individual character motivation and character growth I raised 

in The Jaguar King Cycle are reminiscent of C. S. Friedman' Coldfire trilogy. The main 

character, Gerald Tarrant, is an evil undead sorcerer known as the Hunter, a Godlike 

sorcerer who rules the magical Forest, the birthplace of nightmares. Tarrant needs to kill 

one of his descendents every generation to maintain his immortality. However, Tarrant's 

fatal flaw is his vanity, and he chooses to kill all of his descendents except the one who 

most physically resembles him to ensure the next generation bears his stamp. He is a 

selfish, violent man who kills on a whim and disdains all of humanity. Tezcatlipoca and 

Gerald Tarrant share many similar characteristics. They are both viewed as evil by their 

societies, and they do evil things. However, their actions and choices create some aspect 

that makes the reader wonder if they really are as evil as they appear to be. Is 

Tezcatlipoca really tormenting Eecatl for the fun of it, or does Tezcatlipoca need Eecatl 

to protect the people? I never have Tezcatlipoca state his intentions because I want my 

readers to draw their own conclusions about his motivations. 

Friedman does something similar in the Coldfire trilogy, but because Tarrant is 

the protagonist Friedman can make a further claim about an individual's ability to grow 

and change. At the end of Crown of Shadows, the third book in the trilogy, Tarrant agrees 
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to fight a death match with Andrys Tarrant, Gerald Tarrant's last living descendant, and 

they separate from the narrator. The next time the narrator sees Andrys, he is holding 

Tarrant's severed head up in victory. In the last pages, the narrator meets a strange youth 

who offers an alternate ending to the fight between Tarrant and Andrys. 

In order for Tarrant to save Andrys from Calesta' s curse, Tarrant would have 

made the selfless sacrifice of his identity. Since Friedman has consistently established 

Tarrant as a selfish individual, a selfless act is not something that would be in character 

for him. However, like Eecatl, Tarrant has been forced into circumstances that have 

presented him the opportunity to grow and make choices that would surprise the reader. 

By killing Andrys, Tarrant would have been able to keep his identity and power, similar 

to Eecatl regaining his beloved brother by killing Tezcatlipoca. However, the killing·of 

both Andrys and Tezcatlipoca would have undone all the character growth of both 

protagonists. Friedman leaves the reader wondering if Gerald Tarrant really did die or if 

he is the youth at the end of Crown of Shadows, and if Tarrant is the youth, the reader is 

left to consider if Tarrant really was as evil as he seemed throughout the trilogy. 

Like the Coldfire trilogy, The Jaguar King Cycle belongs to the fantasy genre 

because it follows the conventions that define the genre. It incorporates a consistent 

Secondary World that evokes wonder, mystery, and magic that does not occur in the 

mundane world. Each story challenges the reader to examine accepted attitudes. Each 

story has a different central theme, and was influenced by experimentation in different 

writing techniques. I chose to submit three short stories instead of a unified novella 

because in the Fantasy genre short stories are the accepted norm as they more easily 
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Fantastic, Assassins Fantastic, and Unicorns Fantastic. 
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As discussed earlier, "Warrior's Choice" mimics the mythological style of 

writing. Since I was dealing with a mythos surrounding a God, I wanted to create an easy 

way to allow my reader to suspend disbelief. Readers are willing to accept the fantastic 

elements in a myth as long as the story maintains the correct format; heavy description 

that helps create a visual picture, information about the proper way to behave in the 

society, a virtue or lesson that needs to be learned, and little to no dialogue are typical of 

mythological tales. "Warrior's Choice" incorporates all of these aspects. 

"Warrior's Choice" is primarily told through description. The opening creates a 

graphic picture that sets the tone for the story. When I was crafting this story, I needed a 

visual image to set the tone. I remembered my grandfather's description of Pearl Harbor 

after the World War II bombing and the despair in his voice. I tried to recreate the 

hopelessness I remembered seeing and hearing from my grandfather. I drew the opening 

scene from his descriptions of the carnage after the bombing. Then, I moved onto the 

next scene in the Warrior's house with the butchered woman and child. I wanted to 

increase Eecatl' s sense of revulsion and feeling of loss. I primarily used description for 

Eecatl's internal monologue to explain his people's social rules and religious beliefs 

including sacrifice. This allowed me to download the information my readers needed 

without having to use the information dump. Even the action scenes consist mostly of 

heavy description because I was mimicking the form of mythologies I have read. 

One of the aspects of a society's mythos is to educate its people about proper 

behavior. Emphasis on social positions, religion, and normal behavior are a few of the 
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ways a culture's mythos educates its populace. "Warrior's Choice" achieves these 

objectives through the stylistic capitalization of words like Warrior, Priest, and Gods. The 

capitalization tells readers that these people are more important than other types of 

people. The words woman or child are never capitalized because in Eecatl' s society they 

held no power. Eecatl's acceptance of sacrifice as a part of daily life and the repeated 

references to it reinforce that sacrifice to the Gods was normal. The lack of capitalization 

of woman and child combined with the normal sacrifice to the Gods provides my readers 

with cues about the social positions, religion, and normal behavior they need to be able to 

understand Eecatl's society. 

"Vlarrior's Choice" was designed to be a coming of age tale. Chronologically, 

Eecatl is a boy on the verge of manhood. His home, his family, his life has been 

destroyed, and he is given the choice between two deaths. One choice represents staying 

a child and going to Jchan Tonatiuh Ilhuijcan, but the other choice involves sacrificing 

Ichan Tonatiuh Ilhuijcan and gaining adulthood. Eecatl comes from a society where 

sacrifice is an accepted norm. Being a sacrifice is reserved only for worthy adults, so 

Eecatl can attain adulthood through sacrificing Ichan Tonatiuh Ilhuijcan. In a mythos 

format, the lesson Eecatl' s choice would have reinforced was that sacrifice was an honor 

and something to be sought after for all members of his society. The story reinforces the 

cultural norms of Eecatl's society. 

Many of my classmates, who were non-readers of the Fantasy genre, were willing 

to buy into "Warrior's Choice" because it sounds like an ancient myth rather than a high 

Fantasy piece, but when they were presented in class with my second piece, clearly a 

high Fantasy story, they were more critical and less receptive. The Fantasy genre 
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continues to suffer from the lack of acceptance as a viable, contributing genre it has faced 

since the Renaissance. Awareness of this issue was one of the reasons I was adamant 

about keeping the mythological form especially in the face of some of the criticism 

"Warrior's Choice" received in class. My classmates felt the action was a little slow in 

places, and it needed more dialogue to speed up the action in the story. I felt that adding 

dialogue would cause it to lose much of its mythic form, so I chose not to change the 

format of "WaITior's Choice." 

However, I kept that criticism in mind when I drafted "Jaguar's Dawn." I was 

interested in how dialogue could speed up the action of the story, so I changed Eecatl ' s 

internal dialogue. It is more personal and relates to his personal knowledge as opposed to 

"Warrior's Choice" where Eecatl's internal dialogue is more formal and informative of 

the culture in which he was raised. The more personal internal dialogue allowed me to 

download information in the form of Eecatl's self-musings. I added much more dialogue 

interaction at the set up of the conflict and resolution of the conflict. The increase in this 

type of dialogue allowed me download information in the form of verbal interaction 

which also sped up the action of the story. "Jaguar's Dawn" has almost two pages of 

dialogue to introduce the conflict as opposed to the three lines of dialogue at the 

introduction of the conflict in "Warrior's Choice." The climax and conclusion of 

"Jaguar's Dawn" contains three pages of dialogue whereas the climax and conclusion of 

"Warrior's Choice" contains no dialogue. 

I was pleased by the effect the addition of dialogue in "Jaguar's Dawn" had on the 

over-all pace of the story, so I incorporated even more dialogue into "Full Circle." 

However, Robert McKee's Story influenced how I used dialogue in "Full Circle." McKee 
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says, "Dialogue is not conversation ... it should have a purpose. Each line or exchange 

of dialogue executes a step in design that builds and arcs the scene around its Turning 

Point" (388-389). However, this changed the dynamic and form of the story because 

dialogue makes up more than fifty percent of the action in "Full Circle." Many of the 

dialogue scenes take the place of the description heavy scenes I used in the first two 

stories to move "Full Circle" forward. This posed its own issues as I had to frequently 

flip back to previous scenes to ensure consistency and lead "Full Circle" to a satisfying 

conclusion. 

Another concept that influenced "Full Circle" was McKee's Turning Points. 

According to McKee, "a scene causes a change in a minor, albeit significant way" (234). 

McKee claims that a Turning Point comes at the end of the scene and causes a reversal of 

some sort that increases the tension in the story. "The effects of Turning Points are 

fourfold: surprise, increased curiosity, insight, and new direction" (McKee 234). "Full 

Circle" has four major scenes and an epilogue. In the opening scene, Eecatl's willingness 

to help Atse abruptly changes when she asks him to help her and her village. The Turning 

Point occurs when Eecatl reluctantly agrees to take Atse home because he feels 

responsible for her injury. Eecatl's reaction is designed to increase my reader's curiosity 

about why he would help someone he does not know then deny her people his aid. 

The next Turning Point occurs at the end of the jungle scene when Atse tells 

Eecatl about the reversed holy symbols. Eecatl switches from not wanting to have 

anything to do with Atse's village to wanting to immediately take her there. Eecatl's 

flashback provides an information download since the hint of back story involves his 
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brother. It also increases the readers' curiosity because they know Eecatl knows 

something they do not. This increases the tension in the story and drives it forward. 

The third Turning Point occurs when Tezcatlipoca tells Eecatl the slayer of 

Itlachiayaque has been revived from the dead and Eecatl capitulates to both Tezcatlipoca 

and Atse's requests. Thus far in the story, Eecatl has done only what he decided. His 

capitulation is a small but significant change. The conversation with Tezcatlipoca in this 

scene downloads information that allows my readers gain insight into Eecatl' s back story 

and his relationship with Tezcatlipoca. Besides giving insight into Eecatl, it takes the 

story in a new direction because the mystery up until this point has been why Aste' s 

village was attacked. Now, the focus shifts to Eecatl and his past. 

The fourth Turning Point occurs when Eecatl agrees to bargain with Tezcatlipoca. 

McKee says the final Turning Point needs to be the most dramatic reversal, so that was 

where I placed Eecatl' s hardest choice. Hills would claim Eecatl moves when he agrees 

to bargain with the God because Eecatl changes from a completely selfless character to 

one who is motivated by a selfish reason. Eecatl did not want Itzli to die. The fourth 

scene answers my readers' questions, but I wanted to take them in one final direction in 

the epilogue. 

At the end of the epilogue, Tezcatlipoca indicates that he needed Eecatl to be 

strong enough to protect the people from some undefined danger from the sea. I liked this 

imagery because historically the Conquistadors came from the sea, but in a world where 

Gods walk who knows what else may also come from the sea. It gives my readers the 

opportunity to speculate what might happen next, speculate when my stories take place, 

but it does not lock me into a specific time frame. 
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"Full Circle" is intended to provide an end to the cycle without limiting my ability 

to write more stories featuring these characters. My desire to write other stories that may 

occur in the intervening years is one reason I did not wish to make these stories into a 

novella. Adding stories that occur during the timeline of the novella but are not a part of 

the novella can be disjointing to readers because they have to figure out when in the 

novella the new story occurs. Another difficulty with writing new stories after a novella 

is inconsistencies in the Secondary World tend to arise because some of the information 

in the newer story might effect how the characters would react and that leads to an issue 

with the reader's ability to suspend disbelief. 

When read together, all three stories provide the reader with a more complete 

story because they are designed to go together in a cycle, much like an anthology of short 

stories featuring the same characters by the same author, a common convention in the 

genre for established writers. The reader of the anthology is able to draw more 

conclusions and parallels between the stories because they are together in one place, but 

each story makes sense on its own because they were usually originally published in 

separate anthologies in a series. For many new writers of Fantasy, publication in one of 

the Fantasy anthologies is the first step in breaking into the genre. This was a major 

consideration in not making these three stories into a novella. 

The focus of this project was to demonstrate academic proficiency combined with 

competency within the genre of choice. It fulfills these expectations because all three 

stories in The Jaguar King Cycle follow the conventions of the genre and engage in the 

behaviors identified by literary scholars as significant aspects of the genre. The Jaguar 

King Cycle "evokes a sense of possibility beyond the ordinary" though establishment of a 
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Secondary World that allows readers to suspend disbelief, examine cultural attitudes, and 

enjoy themselves (Mathews I). These elements combined with careful craftsmanship 

create stories that belong to the Fanatsy genre as demonstrated by the discussion in the 

context essay. 
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